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INDIVIDUALIZED HABILITATION PLANS

7. Prior to his admission to the inntitutior each resident shall have a com-

prehensive social. psychological, educational and medical diagnosis and evaluation by appropriate specialists to determine if admission is appropriate.

a. Unless such preadmission evaluation has been conducted within three
months prior to the admission, each resident shall have a new evaluation at
the institution to determine if admission Is appropriate.

b, When undertaken at the institution, preadmission diagnosis and evalua-

tion: shall be completed within five days,

0, Within 14 days of his admission to the institution, each resident shall

have an evaluation by appropriate specialists for programming purposes.

0. Each resident shall have an individualized habilitation plan formulated
by the institution. This plan shall be developed by appropriate Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals and implemented as soon as possible but no later
than 14 days after the resident's admission to the institution. An interim program of habilitation, based on the preadmission evaluation conducted pursuant.
to Standard 7, supra, shall commence promptly upon the resident's admissiou..
Each individualized habilitation plan shall contain ;
a. a statement of the nature of the spec111,1 limitations and specific needs of
the resident ;

b, a description of intermediate and long-range habilitation goals With al

projected timetable for their attainment ;

e. a statement of, and an explanation for, the plan of habilitation for

achieving these intermediate and long-range goals ;

d. a statement of the least restrictive setting for habilitation necessary to.

achieve the habilitation goals of the resident ;

e. a specification of the professionals and other staff members who are re-

sponsibie for the particular resident's attaining these habilitation goals ;

f. criteria for release to less restrictive settings for habilitation, including

criteria for discharge and a projected date for discharge,

10, As part of his habilitation plan, each resident shall have an individualized. post-institutionalization plan. This plan shall be developed by a Qualified
Mental Retardation Professional who shall begin preparation of such plan prior
to the resident's admission to the institution and shall complete such plan as
soon as practicable. The guardian or next of kin of the resident and the resident, if able to give informed consent, shall be consulted in the development of
such plan and shall be informed of the content of such plan.
11. In the interests of continuity of care, one Qualified Mental Retardation
Professional shall be responsible for supervising the implementation of the habilitation plan, integrating the various aspects of the habilitation program, and

recording the resident's progress as measured by objective indicators. This

Qualified Mental Retardation Professional shall 8180 be responsible for malt.lug that the resident is released when appropriate to a less restrictive habilitation setting,
12. The habilitation plan shall be continuously reviewed by the Qualified
Mental Retardation Professional responsible for supervising the Implementa-

tion of the plan and shall be modified if necessary, In addition, six months
after admission and at least annually thereafter, each resident shall receive
comprehensive psychological, social, educational and medical diagnosis and
evaluation, and his habilitation plan shall be reviewed by an interdisciplinary
team of no less than two Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals and 01104
resident care workers as are directly involved in his habilitation and care..

lit In addition to habilitation for mental disorders, people confined at mental health institutions also are entitled to and shall receive appropriate treatment for physical illnesses such as tuberculosis.2 In providing medical care;,
the State Board of Mental Health shall take advantage of whatever comaiunfty-

based facilities are appropriate and available and shall coordinate the resi-

dent's habilitation for mental retardation with his medical treatment,.

14, Complete records for each resident shall be maintained and shall be

readily available to Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals and to the realdent care workers who are directly involved with the particular resident. All
1.6.0.0.01,14.00

*Approximatele Go patients at Bryce.Rearej are tubercular as also are approximately
four residents at 'Jannis,.
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information contained in a resident's records shall be considered privileged
and confidential, The guardian, next of kin, and any person properly author.
ized in writing by the resident, if Such resident is capable of giving informed
consent, or by his guardian or next of kin, shall be permitted access to the
resident's records. These records shall include;
a. Identification data, including' the resident's legal status;
b, The resident's history, including but not limited to
(1) family data, educational background, and employment record ;
(2) prior medical history, both physical and mental, including prior institutionalization ;
c. The resident's grievances if any ;
d. An inventory of the resident's life skills;
e, A record of each physical examination which describes the results of the
examination ;

f, A copy of the individual habilitation plan and any modifications thereto
and au appropriate summary which will guide and assist the resident care

workers in implementing the resident's program ;
g. The findings made in periodic reviews of the habilitation plan (see Stand.

and 12, Impra), which findings shall include tin analysis of the successes and
failures of the habilitation program and shall direct whatever modifications
are necessary ;
li, A eopy of the post-institutionalization plan and any modifications thereto,
and a summary or the steps that have been taken to implement that plan;
I. A medication history and status, pursuant to Standard 22, infra ;

j. A summary of each significant contact by a Qualified Mental Retardation
Professional with the resident.;
k. A summary of the resident's response to his program, prepared by a Qualm

ified Mental Retardation Professional involved in the resident's habilitation
and recorded at least monthly. Such response, wherever possible, shall be sci.
en tifieally rlocuinented.

1. A monthly summary of the extent and nature of the reside3 work activities described in the Standard 33(h), infra. and the effect of such activity
upon the resident's progress along the habilitation plan;

in. A signed order by a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional for any
.physical restraints, as provided in Standard 26(a) (1), Infra;
u. A description of. any extraordinary incident or tied lent in the institution
involVing the resident, to be entered by a staff member rioting personal knowl
edge of the incident or accident or other Source of information, including any
reports of investigations of resident mistreatment, as required by Standard 28,
Infra;
o, A summary of family visita and contacts;
p. A summary of attendance and leaves from the institution ;
q. A record of any seizures, illnesses treatments thereof, and immunizations,
IV. HUMANE PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL LNVIHONSIHNT

iti, Residents shall have a right to dignity, privacy and humane care,
16, Residents shall lose none of the rights enjoyed by citizens of Alabama
and of the United States solely by reason of their admission or commitment to
the institution, except as expressly determined by an appropriate court.
17. No person shall he presumed mentally incompetent solely by reason of
his admission or commitment to the institution,
18, The opportunity for religiotta worship Shall be accorded to comb resident

who desires such worship, Provisions for religious worship shall be made

available to all residents on a tiondimerlininatory basis, 1*-70 individual shall 'be
coerced into engaging in any religious activities,

19. Residents shall have the same rights to telephone communication as pa,
fields at Alabama piddle hospitals, except to the .extent that a Qualified Moth
tai Itetardi:tion Professional responsible for formulation of a particular rest

dent's habilitation plan (see Standard 9, supra) writes an order imposing
special restrictions and explains the reasons for any such restrictions, Tilt

written order must be renewed semiannually if any restrictions are to be con.
tinued, Residents shall have an unrestricted right to visitation, except to the
,extent that a Qualified Mental, Retardation Professional responsible for formu

ilation of a particular resident's habilitation plan (see Standard 9, supra)

r

,
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writes an order imposing special restrictions and explains the reasons for any
such restrictions, The written order must ho renewed semiannually if any re-

strictions are to be continued..
20, Residents shall be entitled to send and receive sealed mail. Moreover, it

shall he the duty of the institution to facilitate the exercise of this right by

furnishing the necessary materials and assistance.
21. The institution shall provide, under appropriate supervision, suitable opportunities for the resident's interaction with members of the opposite sex, except where a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional responsible for the for-

mulation of a particular resident's habilitation plan writes an order to the
contrary and explains the reasons therefor.
22. Modivation.;

a. No medication shall be administered unless at the written order of a phy-

sician.

he kept in his medical recb. Notation of each i.. .ideal's medication g'
ords (Standard 14(i) nagra). At least week): ,!e! :tending physician shall re
view the drug regimen of each resident no !1P h: care. All prescriptions shall
be written with a termination date, ,which

exceed 30 days.

c. Residents shall have a right to be free from unnecessary or et:cessive

medication. The resident's records shall state the effects of psychoactive medication on the resident. When dosages of such are changed or other. psychoactive medications are prescribed, a notation shall be made in the resident's rye-

Ord concerning the effect of the new inedicatioa or new dosages:.and the

.

behavior changes, if any,. which occur.

d, Medication shall not be used as punishment, for the convenience of stair,
as a substitute for a habilitation program, or in quantities that interfere with
the resident's habilitation program.

0. Pharmacy services at the institution shall be directed by a professionally
competent pharmacist licensed to practice in the State of Alabama, Such pharmacist shall be as graduate of a school of pharmacy accredited by the American
Council on Pharmaceutical Education. Appropriate officials of the institution,
at their option. may hire such a pharmacist or pharmacists fulltime or, iii lieu
thereof. contract with outside pharmacists,

f. Whether employed fulltime or on a contract basis, the pharmacist shall

perform duties which include but are not limited to the following:
(1) Receiving the original, or direct copy, of the physician's drug treatment
order ;

(2) Reviewing the drug regimen, and any changes, for potentially adverse
reactions. allergies, interactions, contraindications, rationality, and laboratory
test modifications !tad advising the physician of any recommended changes,
with reasons and with an alternate drug regimen ;
(3) Maintaining for each resident an individual record of all medications
(prescription and nonprescription) dispensed, including quantities and frequeney of refills;

(4) Participating, as appropriate, in the continuing interdisciplinary, evalua,
Bon of individual residents for the purposes of initiation, monitoring, and fob,
low-up of individualized habilitation programs,
g. Only appropriately trained staff shall be allowed to administer drugs.
23. Seclusion, defined as the placement of a resident alone in a locked room,
shall not be employed, Legitimate "time out" procedures may be tttilimed under
close and direct professional supervision as a technique in behavior- shaping
. programs.
24. Behavior modification programs involving the use of noxious or aversive
stimuli shall he reviewed and approved by the institution's Human Rights
Committee and shall be conducted only with the express amid informed consent

of the affected resident, if the resident is able to give such consent, and of his
guardian or next of kin, after opportunities for consultation with independent
specialists and with legal counsel, Such behavior modification programs shall
be conducted only under the supervision of and in the presence of a Qualified
Mental Retardation Professional who has had proper training in such techniques,

213. Electric shoek devices shall be considered a research technique. for the
purpose of these standards. Such devices shall only be Used in extraordinary
circumstances to prevent selfmutilation lending to repeated nod possibly per
manent physical damage to the resident and only after alternative techniques
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have failed, The use of such devices shall be subject to the conditions prescribed in Standard 24, supra, and Standard 29, infra, and shall be used only
under the direct and specific order of the superintendent,

26. Physical restraint shall be employed only when absolutely necessary to
protect the resident from injury to himself or to prevent injury to others. Restraint shall not be employed as punishment, for the convenience of staff, or as
a .substitute for a habilitation prog.....m. Restraint shall be applied only if alternative techniques have failed and only if such restraint imposes the least
possible restriction consistent with its purpose.
a. Only Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals may authorize the use of
rest ra ints.

(1) Orders for restraints by the Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals
shall be in writing and shall not be in force for longer than 12 hours.
(2) A resident placed in restraint shall be checked at least every 30 minutes
by staff trained in the use of restraints, and a record of such checks shalt be
kept.

(3) Mechanical restraints shall be designed and used so as not to cause

physical injury to the resident and so as to cause the least possible discomfort.
(4) Opportunity for motion and exercise shall be provided for a period of

not less than ten minutes during each two hours in which restraint is cm(5) Daily reports shall he made to the superintendent by those Qualified

ploy ed.

Mental Retardation Professionids ordering the use of restraints, summarizing
all such uses of restraint, the types used, the duration, and the reasons therefor.

b. The institution shall cause a written statement of this policy to be posted

in each living unit and circulated to all staff members.
27. Corporal punishment shall not be permitted.
28. The institution shall prohibit mistreatment, neglect or abuse in any form
of any resident.
a. Alleged violations shall he reported immediately to the superintendent and
there shall be a written record that :

(1) Each alleged violation has been thoroughly investigated and findings
stated
(2) The results of such investigation are reported to the superintendent and
to the commissioner within 24 .hours of the ,report of the incident. Such reports
shall also be made to the institution's Human Rights Committee monthly and
to the Alabama Hoard of Mental Health at its next scheduled publie meeting,
b. The institution shall cause a written statement of this policy to be posted
in each cottage and building and circulated to all staff members,
29. Residents shall have a right not to be subject to experimental research

without the express and informed consent of the resident, if the resident is
able to give such consent, and of his guardian or next of kin, after opportuni-

ties for consultation with independent specialists and with legal counsel. Such
proposed research shall first have been reviewed and approved by the institution's Human Rights Committee before such consent shall be sought. Prior to
such approval the institution's Human Rights Committee shall determine that

such research complies with the principles of the Statement on the Use of
Human Subjects for Research of the American Association on Mental Defielency and with the principles for research involving human subjects required
by the United States Department of Health, Education and Welfare for prof
vets supported by that agency.

30. Residents shall have a right not to he subjected .to any unusual or hasardons treatment procedures without the express and informed consent of the
resident. if the resident is able to give such consent, and of his guardian or
next of kin, after opportunities for consultation with independent specialists
and legal counsel. Sue!n proposed procedures shall first have been reviewed and
approved by the institution's Itiman Rights Committee before such eonsent
shall he sought.

31. Residents shall have a right to regular physical exercise several tittles a
Week. It shall be the duty of the institution to provide both indoor and out-

door facilities and equipment for such exercise.
32. Residents 141101 Mite a right to be outdoors daily in the absence of cow
trary medical considerations.
38. The following rules shall govern resident labor
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a. Institution Mande:imam
(1) No resident shall be required to perform labor which involves the operation and maintenance of the institution or for which the institution is under
contract with an outside organization. Privileges or release from the institu-

tion shall not be conditioned upon the performance of labor covered by this
provision. Residents may voluntarily engage in such labor if the labor is com-

pensated in accordance with the minimum wage laws of the Fair Labor
Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. 200 as amended, 1000.

(2) No resident shall be involved in the care (feeding, clothing, bathing),
training, or supervision of other residents unless he
(al) has volunteered ;
(b) has been specifically trained in the necessary skills ;
(e) has the humane judgment required for such activities;
(d) is adequately supervised ; and

(e) is reimbursed in accordance with the minimum wage laws of 'the Fair

Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. 200 as amended, 1900.
b. Training Tasks and Labor

(1) Residents may be required to perform vocational training tasks which do
not involve the operation and maintenance of the institution, subject to a presumption that an assignment of longer than three months to any task is not a
training task, provided the specific task or any change in task assignment-is;
(a) An integrated part of the resident's habilitation plan and approved as a
habilitation activity by a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional responsible
for supervising the resident's habilitation ;
(b) Supervised by a staff member to oversee the habilitation aspects of the
activity.

(2) Residents may voluntarily engage in babilitative labor at nonprogram
hours for which the institution would otherwise have to pay an employee pro,
vided the specific labor or any change in labor is:
(a) Lin integrated part of the resident's habilitation plan and approved as a
habilitation activity by a Qualified Mental Retardation Professional responsible
for supervising the resident's habilitation ;
(b) Supervised by a staff member to oversee the habilitation aspects of the
activity ; and

(c) Compensated In accordance with the minimum wage laws of the Pair

Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. 200 as amended, 1900.
e. Personal Housekeeping. Residents may be required to perform tasks of a.
personal housekeeping nature such as the making of one's own bed.

d. Payment to residents pursuant to this paragraph shall not be applied to

the costs of institutionalization,
e. Staffing shall be Sufficient so that the institution is not dependent upon
the use of residents or volunteers for the care, maintenance or habilitation of
other residents or for incomeproducing services. The institution shall tomtit
late a written policy to protect the residents from exploitaton when they are
engaged in productive work.
34. A nourishing, well4mlanced diet shall be provided each resident.
a. The diet for residents shall provide at a minimum the Recommended Daily
Dietary Allowance as developed by the National Academy of Sciences. Menus
shall be satisfying and shall provide the Recommended Daily Dietary Allow,

:them In developing such menus, the institution shall Utilize the Moderate
Agriculture. The Institut
Cost blood Plan of the United States Department ofIncluding
the value of doHon shall not spend less per patient for raw food,
nated food, than the most recent per person costs of the Moderate Cost Vow.,
Plan for the Southern Region of the United States, as compiled by the United
States Department of Agriculture, for appropriate groupings of residents, disc
counted for any savings which might result from Institutional procurement
of such food,
b. Provision shall be made for special therapeutie diets and for substitutes
at the request of the resident, or his guardian or next of kin, in accordance
With the religions requirements of any resident's faith,
c. Denial of tt nutritionally adequate diet shall not be used as punishment.
d, liesidents, except for the nonmobile, shall eat or be fed in dining rooms,
85, Ditch resident shall have an adequate allowance of neat, clean, siiital0
fitting and seasonable clothing,
38-744-44----3(1
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lamps, tables, chairs, television, radio and other recreational facilities, They
and shall have outside
shall be conveniently located to residents' bedrooms
windows, There shall be at least one day room area on each bedroom floor in a
multi-story facility. Areas used for corridor traffic shall not be counted as day
room space; nor shall a chapel with fixed pews be counted as a day room
urea.
e. Dining _Facilities The' minimum dining room area shall be ten square
feet per resident. The dining room shall be separate front the kitchen and
shall be furnished with comfortable chairs and tables with hard, washable surfaces.
f. Linea Servicing and Handling The institution shall provide adequate facilities and equipment for the expeditious handling of clean and soiled bedding
and other linen.- There must be frequent changes of bedding and other linen,
but in any event no less than every seven days, to assure sanitation and resident comfort, After soiling by an incontinent resident, bedding and linen must
be Immediately changed and removed from the living unit, Soiled linen and
laundry shall be removed from the living unit daily.
g. Housekeeping Regular housekeeping and maintenance procedures which
will ensure that the institution is maintained in a safe, clean, and attractive
condition shalt be developed and implemented.
h. Nonambulatory Re8iacnts There must be special facilities for nonambulatory residents to assure their safety and comfort, including special fittings
on toilets and wheelchairs. Appropriate provision shall he made to permit nonambulatory residents to communicate their needs to staff.
i. Phi/ Weal /gala

(1) Pursuant to an established routine maintenance and repair program; the
physical plant shall be kept in a continuous state of good repair and operation
and well-being. of the residents and
so as to ensure the health, comfortsafety
so as not to impede in any manner the habilitation programs of the residents.
(2) Adequate heating, air conditioning and ventilation systems and. eqttipment shall he afforded to maintain tempertitures and air changes which are re(mired for the comfort of residents at all times. Ventilation systems shell be
adequate to remove steam and offensive odors or to mask such odors. The temperature, in the institution shall not exceed 83°F nor-fall beloW (18 °F.
(3) 'Thermostatically controlled hot %rater shall be provided in adequate
quantities and maintained at the required temperature for resident use -(11091P
at the fixture) and for mechanical dishwaShing and laundry use (180 °14' at the
(equipment). Thermostatically controlled hot water valves shall be equipped
with a double valve system that provides both auditory and visual signals of
VIVO failures;
(4) Adequate refuse facilities shall he provided so that solid waste, rtibbish
and other refuse will be collected and disposed of in a manlier which will prohibi transmission of disease and not create a nuisance or fire hazard or provide a breeding place for rodents and insects.
(1) The physical facilities must meet all 'fire and safety standards established by the state and locality, In addition, the institution shall Meet stick
provisions of the Life Snfety Code of the National Fire Protection Association
(21st edition, 1967) as are applicable to it,
.

V. QUALIFIED STAIN IN NIINt1D118 St/FlokIENT TO PROVIDE, ADEQUATE

39, Vlach Qualified Mental Retardation Professional and end; phystelati shall
DIM all licensing and certification requirements. promulgated by the State of
Alabama for -persons engaged in private practice of the same profession elsewhere in Alabama, Other staff members shall meet the sittne licensing and certilleatiou requirements as persons Who engage in private practice of their specialty elsewhere in Alabama.
a. All resident care workers who have not had prior clinical experience in a
mental retardation institution shall have suitable orientation training,
h, Staff lumbers on all levels Shall have stdtable, regularly scliedttled inservice training.
40, Muth resident care worker shall be under the direct professional super.
vision of at qualified Mental Retardation Professional,
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41, Staffing Ratios

a, Qualified staff in numbers sufficient to administer adequate habilitation
shall be provided, Such staffing shall include but not be limited to the following. fuiltime professional and special services, Qualified Mental Retardation
Professionals trained in particular disciplines may in appropriate situations per,
form services or functions traditionally performed by members of other disciplines. Substantial changes in staff deployment may be made with the prior

approval of this Court upon a clear and convincing demonstration that the
proposed deviation from this staffing structure would enhance the, habilitation
of the residents, Professional staff shall possess the qualifications of Qualified
Mental Retardation Professionals as defined herein unless expressly stated

otherwise.

Mild I
Unit
(1) Psychologists
(2 Social workers
(3) Special Educators (shall include an equal number of master's degree
and bachelor's degree holders in special education)
(4) Vocational therapists
(5) Recreational therapists (shall be master's degree graduates from an
accredited program)
Occupational therapists

pi Registered

13 is"

profou

60

60

1:60
1:60

1;60
1:60

1:60.
1:60.

1:15
1;60

1;10
1;60

1o30

1:60

1160

1:60,
1;60,

1 :60

8 Resident care workers

'

Severalnd:

Moderate

1:2.5

1:60.

1;1.25

60

1:12.:
1:1

I See N. 2, Supra,

the following professional staff shall be fulltime employees of the institution,
who shall not be assigned to a single unit but who shall be available to meet.

the needs of any resident of the institution :
Physicians

Physical therapists
Speech and hearing therapists

1:2(10'

1:100

Dentilds
Social workers (shall be principally involved in the placement of residents
hi the community and shall include bachelor's degree graduates from an
accredited program In social work)
Chaplains
Defendants may, In lieu of employing fulltime dentists,

1:1(H)

1:2001

1:80.
1 :200

contract outside the institution
for dental care. In this event the dental services provided
the residents must include.

(a) complete dental examinations and appropriate corrective dental work for each resident
cinch 0 months and (b) a dentist on call 24 hours per day for emergency work.
g Defendants May, in lieu of employing fulltime chaplains, recruit, upon the ratio shown

above, Interfaith volunteer chaplains,

e. Qualified medical specialists of recognised professional, ability shall ilo
available for specialized care and consultation. Such specialist servioes. shall
include a psychiatrist on a one-day per week basis, a psychiatrist on a twoday
per week basis, and any other medical or healthrelated specialty available in,
the community,
VI, M/S05LIA/15101/8

42, the guardian or next of kin of each resident shall promptly,, upon reddent's admission, receive a written copy of all the above standards for adequate habilitation. }flash resident, if the resident is able to comprehends shalt
. promptly upon his admission be orally informed in elear language of the above
standards and, whore appropriate, be provided with a written copy,.

43, The superintendent shall report in writing to the next of kin or guardinn of the resident at least every six months on the resident's educational, vocational and living skills progress and medical condition, Such report shall
also state any appropriate habilitation program which has not been afforded to
the resident because of inadequate habilitation resources,
44, a, No resident shall be subjected to a behavior modification. program designed to eliminate a particular pattern of behavior without prior certification
by a physician that lie has examined the resident in regard, to, beinvint to be

r
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extinguished' and finds that such behavior is not caused by a physical condition which could be corrected by appropriate medical procedures,
b. No resident shall be subjected to a behavior modification program whiCh
attempts to extinguish socially appropriate behavior or to develop new behavior patterns when such behavior modifications serve only institutional convene
fence.

45. No resident shall have any of his organs removed for the purpose of
transplantation without compliance with the procedures set forth in Standard
SO, supra, and after a court hearing on such transplantation in which the rest.
41ent: is represented by a guardian ad Mom This standard shall apply to any
other surgical procedure. which is undertaken for reasons other than therapeu.
tic benefit to the resident.
40. Within 00 days of the date of this order, each resident of the institution
shall he evaluated as to his mental, emotional, social, and physical condition,
niucted by an interdisciplinary
Such evaluation or reevaluation shall be
team of Qualified Mental Retardation Professionals who shall use profession
ally recognised tests and examination procedures. .Each resident's guardian,
next of kin or legal representative shall be contacted and his readiness to
make provisions for the resident's care in the community shall be ascertained,
Each resident shall be returned to his family, if 'adequately habilitated, or as.
signed to the least restrictive habilitation setting,
47. Each resident discharged to the community shall have a program of
transitional habilitation assistance.
48. The institution shall continue to suspend any new admissions of rest-.
dents until all of the above standards of adequate habilitation haVe been met,
40. No person shall be admitted to any publicly supported residential institution caring for mentally retarded persons unless such institution meets the
41bor e standards,

(Appendix B]
PAIITLOW HUMAN MUMS COMMITTEE

1. Ms. Harriet S. TillinanChairman--3544 Brookwood Road, Birmingham,
Alabama.
2. Dr. J. 8V. Benton-3008 Brook Hollow Lane, Birmingham, Alabama.
3. Mr. Paul It. DavisTuscaloosa News, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 85401,
4. Reverend Robert KeeverUniversity Presbyterian Church, Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 35401.
5. Ms. Nancy Poole-1836 Dorchester, Birmingham, Alabama,
0, Mr, Eugene Wardc/o Partlow State School and Hospital, Tuscaloosa, Mailman 35401.
7, Ms, Estelle WitherspoonAlberta, Alabama 30720.

In the United States District Court for the Middle District of Alabama,
Northern Division

Civil Action No, 3105N
MOM' WYATT, BY AND THROUGH HIS AUNT AND LEGAL. GUARDIAN, WS. W. a.
RAWLINS, JIt., ET AL POR THEMSELYPIS JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY AND FOR ALL
°TIMIS SIMILARLY drrthyrsii, PLA/NTIPPS
V.

Int. STONEWALL. B. STICKNEY, .As COMMISSIONER OP MENTAL HEALTH AND THE
STATE OP ALABAMA MENTAL HEALTH OFFICER ET AL., DEPENDANTS

United States of America et al., Andel Curiae
On Request for Attorneys' Fees,
(71 Once again this Court is confronted with a request for attorneys' fees
made by plaintiffs involved in pro bona publioo litigation and the request is
well taken,' Yn 1007, over three years prior to the initiation of this suit, the
American Association on Mental Deficiency thereinafter referred to as AAM113
1 other such cases in which this Court lute found a valid lutoia for the awarding of a
reasonable attorneys' fee include Sims v. Arno, am V. Stipp, 024 01,D,Ala.11)72) (three

.fudges) and NAACP v Allen, 840 V, Stipp, 103 (M.D.Ala,1072),

!'"

4

;
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conducted a study of Part low State School and Hospita1.2 That study, .Which

was made available to Part low's Director and to the State Mental Health

Board, portrayed the institution as one enveloped by an atmosphere of despair,
hopelessness and depression. The .AAMD found Part low grossly deficient vir-.
Wally in every respect, including habilitation programming, stalling, staff

training, community relations and residential facilities. At the time of the
study, Part low's administration and organization were found to be chaotic,

The institution had promulgated no statement of its philosophy and objections,
and what emergency and safety procedures existed were evaluated as primitive

and ineffective. Evidence offered at trial demonstrated that defendants also
had knowledge prior to the initiation of this suit of the unconstitutionally substandard conditions at Bryce and Searcy Hospitals. Nevertheless, althotigh
many of the inadequacies known by defendants to exist in Alabama's mental

health institutions could have been corrected without. large expenditures, little,
if any, progress toward upgrading conditions was realized until this ease was
initiated. From a legal standpoint, such nonfeasance on the part of defendants

constitutes bad faith which necessitated the expense of litigation. This bad

faith forms a valid basis for the granting of attorneys' fees. See e. g,

Vaughan v. Atkinson, NO U.S. 527, 530-531, S2 S.Ct. 997, 8 L.Ed.2d 88 (1961).
(8) A second, and more appropriate, justification for,the Court's award, however, evolves front a kind of benefit theory. See Mills v. Electro Auto -Lite Co.,
396 U.S. 375, .90 S.Ct. 616, 24 L.Ed.2d 593 (1070). Plaintiffs bringing suits to

enforce a strong national policy often benefit a class of people far broader
than those actually involved
the litigation. Such plaintiffs, who are said to
act as "private attorneys' general," Newman v, Piggie Park Enterprises, Inc.,

390 U.S, 400, 88 S.Ct. 904, 19 L.Ed.2d 1203 (1908), rarely recover significant
damage awards. Moreover, if a violation of civil rights is alleged or if seine
other challenge to constituted authority is bivalved, these plaintiffs and their
attorneys may confront other, more personal obstacles to the maintenance of
their public-minded suits. See NAACP v. Allen, 340 F.Supp. 703
(111.D.Ala.1972). Consequently, in order to eliminate the impediments to pro
bony public() litigation and to carry out 'congressional policy, an award of at-

torneys' fees not only is essential but also is legally required. See -Lee

v.

Southern Home Sites, 444 10.2d 143 (5th Cir, 1971) ; Sims v, Amos, 336 F.Supp.
924 (M.D.Ala.1972) ; NAACP v. Allen, supra; Bradley v. School Bd. of Richmond, 53 F.R.D. 28 (E,D,Va,1971).

The -preSent action clearly is one intended to be encouraged by the benefit
rule. By successfully prosecuting this suit, plaintiffs have benefitted not only
the present residents of Bryce, Partlow and Searcy but also everyone who will
be confined to those institutions in the future. Veritably, it is no overstatement

to assert that all of Alabama's citizens have profited and will continue to
profit from this litigation. So prevalent are. mental disorders in our society
that no family Is immune from their perilous incursion. Consequently, the
availability of institutions capable of dealing successfully with such disorders
is essential and, of,course, in the best interest of all Alabamians.
19] Despite plaintiffs' having benefitted so num people, however, they nei,

then sought nor recovered any damages. Nevertheless, the expenses they lammed in vindicating the public good were considerable, To burden only plaintiffs with these costs not only is unfair but also is legally impermissible. See e.
g., Mills v. Electra Auto-Lite Co., supra ; Lee v. Southern Home Sites, supra,
Considerations of equity require that those who profit share the expense. In
this case, the most logical way to spread the burden among those benefitted is
to grant attorneys' fees. Plaintiffs clearly are entitled to a reasonable award.
(10, 111 This Court must consider, therefore, What is reasonable Under the
circumstances, Factors relevant to the Court's determination generally are the

same as those covering grants of attorneys' fees in commercial eases, See
Bradley v, School Bd. of Richmond, supra. They include the intricacy of the
ease and the difficulty of proof, the time reasonably expeaded in the preparation and trial of the case, the degree of competence displayed by the attorneys
seeking compensation and the measure of success achieved by these attorneys,
Ian publie iiiterest eases, courts also 8i1Oltid consider the benefit inuring to the

public, the personal hardships that bringing this kind of litigation/ (muses

*American Amen on Mental Deficiency Institutional Evaluation Project, Mind Report
For Partlow State School & Hospital (1007),

17. !" f'
t;),
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plaintiffs and their lawyers, and the added responsibility of representing a

class rather than only individual plaintiffs.
Having considered these factors, the Court notes that the seventh aspects of
the present litigation have synthesized to compose a very complex case, Plaintiffs' attorneys have navigated through a heretofore uncharted course and, in
the process, have helped establish minimum constitutional standards for mental

health institutions. These attorneys have exhibited professional conscientiousness throughout the litigation, and their toil, along with that of others,

has culminated in an incalculable benefit to the people of Alabama.3
The above considerations, and others, militate in favor of the Court's granting Plaintiffs' attorneys full compensation, Nevertheless, the weight of these
factors must be balanced against and tempered by the nature of this lawsuit.
It is the duty of members of the legal profession to represent clients who are
unable to pay for counsel and also to bring suits in the public interests While
lawywers who satisfy this ethical responsibility should be remunerated, their

fees should not be exorbitant. This Court must bear in mind that the very

goals plaintiffs' attorneys seek to achieve through litigation require great monetary outlays, most . of which presently are unavailable. Some iompronlise,
therefore, is essential.
In attempting to determine what' is a reasonable fee under the circumstances, this Court is impressed with the philosophy underlying the Criminal
Justice Act. That Act provides for compensation to attorneys appointed to represent indigent criminal defendants. The Act's legislative history makes clear
that although the amount provided, $30 per in-court hour and $20 per out-ofcourt hour, is below normal levels of compensation in legal practice, it never-

theless is considered a reasonable basis upon which lawyers can carry out
their professional responsibility without either personal profiteering or undue
financial sacrifice. 1064 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News, p. 2097.
The Court is convinced that this philokophy applies with equal force to the
present case. As already emphasized, lawyers_ participating in the case sub jit-

dice, as well as those participating in a Criminal Justice Act case, perform eithical and professional responsibilities. In both cases they embark upon their participation with knowledge that their named clients are .unable to pay them.
Generally, however, these lawyers are not motivated by desire for profit but by
public spirit and sense of duty. Moreover, In both cases the rights involved,
those dealing with restrictions on physical freedom, are of the most profound
significance to the public. These similarities justify referral to the Crminal
Justice Act.
1123 On the basis of the fee schedule set forth in the Act, therefore, this
Court has determined that a reasonable fee in this case is $30 per in-court
hour and $20 per out-of-court hour.4 In establishing this fee, however, the

a very
Court is careful to note that the Criminal Justice Act furnishes only
flexible standard. In a particular case, a reasonable fee may vary either way
front that provided by the Act.

In addition to determining an hourly fee, the Court Is obliged to decide

what time is reasonable for an attorney or attorneys to have spent in connection with the lawsuit: Plaintiffs' lawyers, Jack Drake and Heber Botllt, have
filed statements setting forth in detail their time expended in preparation of
the ease. The hours they have claimed are reasonable and uncontested. Plaintiffs' other lawyer, George Dean, however; has neglected to file a similar statement. Instead, he has testified only that lie has spent almost all of 18 months
working on the case. Under such circumstances, the Court must decide the
amount of time an attorney should reasonably have spent to accomplish the
work produced. Prom the evidence adduced at the hearing on this matter, the
Court has made that determtnination.
Accordingly, it is the order; judgthent and decree of this Court :

The able and invaluable assistance which plaintiffs' attorneys received from amid in
this case in no way detracts from the quality of their effort. 'The Court is constrained,
however, to comment generally on the number of lawyers for whom plaintiffs seek attor.
neve fees. Bemuse this C1181, is so complex and the time required to meet various dead
lilies so great, the Court feels that the number of lawyers
utilised by tklintiffs was nee.
essury. In another ease in which attorneys' fees are appropriate, the same may not be
true, The Court must decide on an ad hoe busts whether the number of attorneys eta
plows! and the time expended by them were reasonable,
e/n addition to regularly employed legal Staff, defendants retained special counsel in
this case at a rate of $80 per hour.

r
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I. That attorney's fees and expenses of the Honorable George Dean in the
amount of $23,000.00 be and the same are hereby taxed against defendant Alabeam Mental Health Board;

2. That attorney's fees and expenses of the Honorable Jack Drake in the

amount of $7,595,91 be and the same are hereby taxed against defendant Alabama Mental Health Board; and
3, That attorney's fees and expenses of the Honorable Reber Boult in the
amount of $5,558.71 be and the same are hereby taxed against defendant Alabama Mental Health Board,
It is-further ordered that defendant Alabama Mental Health Board pay said
expenSes and attorneys' fees to the Clerk of this Court within 30 days from

this date, Upon receipt of these unds, the Clerk of this Court will deposit
them in an interest bearing account, The Clerk of this Court is ordered and
directed to hold said funds in said interest bearing account pending further
order of this Court.

.101011www...

(Item VI.B.33

KNEcliT v. GILLmAN, 488 F. 2d 1136 (8th Cir, 1973)Ross, Cincurrjunew

This is an action by Gary Knecht and Ronald Stevenson, both in the custody

of the State of Iowa, against officials of that state, under 42 U.S,C, § 1983,
Their complaint alleged that they had been subjected to injections of the drug
apomorphine at the Iowa Security Medical Facility (ISMF') without their consent and that the use of said drug by the defendants constituted cruel and un
usual punishment in violation of the eighth amendment, The trial court dismissed their complaint for injunctive relief, We reverse with directions to
enjoin the defendants from further use of the drug except pursuant to specific
guidelines hereinafter set forth.
After this case was filed in the district court, an order was entered assign,.
ing the case to the United States Magistrate for an evidentiary hearing pursunlit .to Rule 53 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, This hearing was

conducted by the magistrate who later filed his "Report' and Recommendation'!...-

which included a summary of all of the evidence, findings and,recommendations to the trial court. He recommended that the complaint be dismissed but
that, if the drug was to be used
the future at ISMF, certain precautionary
steps be taken in administeritu the drug and in employing the help of inmate

Hideo, The trial court then gave the parties ten days within which to file
objections to the report and recommendations pursuant to Rule 53(e) (2) of
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Knecht and Stevenson filed their objections
seeking clarification of two factual findings of fact, They objected to the recommendations of the magistrate and again requested that the trial court enjoin the injections of aporaorphine into nonconsenting inmates, They also requested that the court incorporate the magistrate's recommendation, regarding

the flame use of inmate aides, into the court's order. The trial court dis-

missed the complaint and did not adopt the recommendations of the magistrate
concerning the administration of apomorphine in the future.
Ott this appeal neither party challenges the use of the magistrate as a master pursuant to Rule 53 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and neither

party makes any serious ehallenge to the factual findings of the magistrate,
There is no indication that the reference to the magistrate, as master, was
done pursuant to local rule, and we assume it was done because of "some exceptional condition" pursuant to Rule 53(b) Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,
Under the circumstances we do not retie!' the question nor expresS any (min-.
ion on the propriety of referring § 1083 eases to a magistrate parstuitit to local
rule,!

1 Several courts, tacitly or expressly, condone reference of civil ;atters to ffiligif4
trates, lteferett v, Weinberger, 78-105S (5th Cir., May 2, 1978) I Remington Arms Co.
v, United Vain, 461 P.m 1268 (24 Cir. 1972) 1 Givens v, W. T. Grant Co,, 457 1.2d
612 (2(1 Cir. 1072), Other courts hove seriously Miestioned or disapprove of the power
of at our to refer matters to magistrates, Norma v, Richardson, 471 P,2d 1268 (6th
Or, 1072) ; '11'O, No. V. Mdfliten) 460 P,24 M8 (7th Cir, 1972). A split of authority
also exists on reference of habeas petitions to magistrates, Some coarts approve of the
procedure, United Votes ea, ret, donontez v, retker. 477 1'.241 797 (2a Cir, 1978) ; Johtt
snag v, IVatsiort#ht, 450 1.11 1200 (5th Cie, 1072) ; Patten v, Wainwright, 464. P42d
7.8t1 (tIth Cir. 1972), while others hav;# disapproved of the breeder. Wedding V. litift0o,
72-21(10 (8th Cir., Aug. 31, 19781 ' Dye v, Cowan, 472 P.2d 1206 (6th Cir, 1072) ;
, Rabaul v, &width 454 10,24 207 (1st Cir. 1972).

)
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The summary of the evidence contained in the report of the magistrate

showed that apomorphine had been administered at ISMF for some time prior
to the hearing as "aversive stimuli" in the treatment of inmates with behavior
problems, The drug was administered by intra-muscular injection by a nurse
after. an inmate had violated the behavior protocol established for him by the
staff. Dr. Loeffelholz testified that the drug could be injected for such. pieces of
behavior as not getting up, for giving cigarettes against orders, for talking, for
swearing, or for lying. Other inmates or members of the staff would report on
these violations of the protocol and the injection would be given by the nurse
without the nurse or any doctor having personally observed the violation and
without specific authorization of the.doctor,
When it was determined to administer the drug, the inmate was taken to a
room near the nurses' station which containee only a water closet and there
given the injection. He was then exercised and within about fifteen. minutes he
began vomiting. The vomiting lasted from fifteen minutes to an 'hour. There is
also a temporary cardiovascular effect which involves some change in blood
pressure and "in the heart." This aversion type "therapy" is based on "Pavlovian conditioning,"

The record is not clear as to whether or not the drug was always used with
the initial consent of the inmate. It has apparently been administered in a few
instances in the past without obtaining written consent of the inmate and once
the consent is given, withdrawal thereof was not permitted, Apparently, at the
time of trial apomorphine was not being used unless the inmate signed an initial consent, but there is no indication that the authorities now permit an inmate to withdraw his consent once it is given, Neither is there any indication
in the record that the procedure has been changed to require the prior an',royal of a physician each time the drug is administered, Likewise there is no
indication that there has been any change in the procedure which permits the
administration of the drug upon reports of fellow inmates despite a recommendation by the magistrate that this practice should be avoided.
The testimony relating to the medical acceptability of this treatment is not
conclusive. Dr. Steven Fox of the University of Iowa testified that behavior
modification by aversive stimuli is "highly -questionable technique" 'and- that
only a E.I0(1/0 to 50% success is claimed. He stated that. it is not being used else
where to his knowledge and that its use is really punishment worse than a
controlled beating since the one administering the drug can't control it after it
is administered,
On the other hand, Dr. Loeffelholm of the ISMF staff testified that there had
been a 50% to .60% effect in modifying behavior by the use of apomorphine at
ISMF. There is no evidence that the drug is used at any other inmate Medical
facility in any other state,
The Iowa Security Aledical Facility is established by Section 223.1, Code of
Iowa, .1973. It is an institution for persons displaying evidence of mental illness or psychological disorders and requiring diagnostic services and treatment
in a security setting. The patients admitted to the facility may originate from
the following sources:
(1) Residents of any institution under the jurisdiction of the department of
social services.

(2) Commitments by the courts as mentally incompetent to stand trial under
Chapter 783 of the Iowa Code,
(3) Referrals by the Court for psychological diagnosis and recommendations

as part of the pretrial or presentence procedure or determination of mental

competency to stand trial.
(4) Mentally ill prisoners front county and' city jails for diagnosis, evaluation, or treatment,
See.tion 223.4. Code of Iowa, 1973.
Those transferred from institutions where they were committed pursuant to
civil statutes or those who were-committed by order of the court prior to eon-

victiott, suffer a compromise of their procedural rights in the process of the

2 Pavlovian conditioning is based on the theory that when environmental stimuli or
punished act are made
the kinetic stbmsti produced by the ineipient movements of theproperties
of the punish.
contiguous with punishment, they take on some of the aversive
the same enrI
went itself, The next time the organism begins the net, particularly inbecome
nversive.
ronment, it produces stumtli which through elmancol pnuntiening have
It is these aversive stimuli wine!) then. prevent the net from occurring, Singer, Psycho,
louical Modica of Punishment, 58 Calif. /), IteV, 405, 423 (1970).
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transfer to IMF. The constitutional justification of this compromise of prom
Thiro is that the purpose of commitment is -treatment, not punishment. Of,
MeKe leer v. Pennsylvania, 493 'MS. 51i8, 552 (White, 3'.; concurring) (1071) t
Sas v. Maryland, 334 F.11'500, 509 (4th Cir, 1904). 'Beyond this justification

for treatment is the -clear command of the statutes that the purpose of eon.
finement nt ISMF is not penal in nature, but rather one of examination, ding.
nosis and treatment, Naturally, examination and diagnosis, by their very. defl
ninon, do not encompass the administration of drugs, Thus, when that course
of conduct is taken with respect to any. particular 'patient he is the;reeipient
of treatment,
The-use of apomorphine, then, can be justified, only if it can be said to be
treatment. Based upon the testimony adduced at the hearing and the findings
made by the magistrate and adopted by the trial court, it is not possible to
say that the use of aponiorphine is a recognized and acceptable medical prne
fire in institutions such as ISM', Neither can we say, however, that its use on
inmates who knowingly and intelligently consent to the treatment, shMild be
prohibited on a medical or a legal basis. The authorities who testified at the
evidentiary hearing indicate that some form of consent is now obtained prior
to this treatment. The only question then is whether, under the eighth amend.
Limit, its use should be prohibited absent such consent ; and if so what prose
dare must he followed to prevent abuses in the treatment procedures and to
make certain the consent is knowingly and intelligently made.
At the outset we note that the mere characterization of an act as "treat.
:tient" does not insulate it from eighth amendment scrutiny. In Prop v, Dunes,
SO, 95 (1958), the Supreme Court stated that the legislative classifiCa
lion of a statute is not conclusive in determining whether there had been a violation of the eighth amendmrnt. Instead, the Court examined the statute by
all "Inquiry. directed to substance," reasoning that "even a clear legislative
classification of a statute as inonpenal' would not alter the fundamental nature
of n plainly penal statute." Drop v. Dulles,. supra, 356 U.S. at 95.
Other courts have examined not:penal statutes in the manner suggested by
the glIPI'Pltle, Court in Prop. The contention that a state's incarceration of runaway juveniles could not-violate the eighth amendment because the statute did
vot authorize any punishment of juveniles was struck down in Item v. Scott,
407 .2d 1235, 1240 (7th Cir. 1972)

.

:

"Whatever the State &es with the child is done in the name of rehabilitaHon. Since --the argument runsby definition the treatment is not 'punishment,' it obviously cannot he 'cruel and unusual punishment.' Mit neither the
label which n State places on its own conduct, or even the legitimacy of its
motivation, can avoid the applicability of the Federal Constitution, We have
doubt that well intentioned attempts to rehabilitate a child could, In ex.
tromp circumstances, constitute cruel and unusual punishment proscribed by
the Eighth Amendment."

The absence of criminal incarceration did not prohibit a federal court from
entertaining an eighth amendment claim to test the conditions of confinement
in a boys training school :
"The fart that juveniles are to theory not punished, left merely confined for
rehabilitative purposes, does not preclude operation of the Eighth Amendment,
'Ile reality of confinement in Annex 14 is that it is punishment,"
inmate& of the _Days' Training School v. Aleck, 846 F.SupP, 1854, 1866

MILL 19721.
Such findings of cruel and unusual punishment have been sustained with re
sport to the death penalty,3 penal incarceration for Status ,4 civil commitment
for status without treattnent,5 strip-rooms and solitary cenfinemetits,6 tranquil.
!zing drugs,'
corporal punishment for prisoners .8 however, any such de'
termination ri111 on the facts of it particular case,
roman v. Georoln, 408 TI,S, 283 (19721.

RobloAott v, entifortao. 870 ti,f4, (140 (10901.
titntito v. Pooterott, 1178 14,24 451 am!. Cir. 1099) Note vrk State ARtt),
)?e
foe,10 rhit(h.olt V. Rorkefelter. 857 Plmp. 752 (ti1.7).14.1t. 1070 Martarelta v, far
Kelieth
4

840 r.stiet. r,75 MANN 1972)

v. Yoetionoott. 473 16.2d 074 (2(1 Mr. 1972). MI. dented, 42 V.S.L.W. 8100
(10781: flays v. enttier. 349 V.5999. 881 (Nil /dim 1072) ; Lartaidalt V. Roster, 888

1071) !man of Nye, Training HOhoot v, A.Oleek, 840 Ir.Stipth
921 (t.n.
/LT. 1972).
! WWII V, nolitio,
V.flunt), 451 (14,11 7191. 1972).
'.ritektott v. moor. 404 '10,29 571 (5th Cit. 19931; 701449 a, itotitt() 253 V.Seop. 451
<NM, Md. 1072) ; Landlnatt v. feoyatee, 888 V.SuPp, 515 (8.D.N.It, 1072)4

to.f4Itor.
18r,4
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here we have a situation in which an inmate may be subjected to it nowphine base drug which induces vomiting for an extended period of time,

Whether it is called "aversive stimuli" or punishment, the act of forcing someOle to vomit for it fifteen minute perion for committing some minor breach of
the rules can only be regarded as cruel and unusual unless the treatment is
being edmittistered to a patent who knowingly and intelligently has consented
to it, To hold otherwise would be to ignore what each of us has learned from
sad experiencethat vomiting (especially in the presence of others) is a ainful and debilitating experlenee, The use Of this unproven drng for this purpose
on an involuntary basis, is, In our opinion, cruel and unusual punishment proWhited by the eighth amendment.
We turn then to the question of how best. to prevent. abuse in the treatment

procedures of consenting participants and how to make certain that. the conSent is knowingly and intelligently given, 42 U.S.C. § 1983 does not specify the
scope of judicial relief -available In an action successftilly sustained under its
terms, Vet this fact does not limit the courts in framing appropriate relief, Its
counterpart, 42 U.S.C. § 1982, is likewise framed only in declaratory terms, but
the Supreme Court has held that a federal court is net thereby precluded from
fashioning- an effective equitable votively. Joncx v, Alfred II. Mayer Co., 392
U.S. 409, 414 11.13 (1008), The substantive scope of relief available is a matter
of the equitable powers of the federal courts. Accordingly, courts have exercised broad remedial power in civil rights actions, See United States v. Iron.
workers Local 841, 443 F.2d 544, 553 (9th Cir,), yea dodo/. 404 U.S.. 984
(1971) ; Parham v, Southwestern Bell Telephone Co., 433 P.24 421, 428 (8th
Cir. ,1970) and cases cited therein.

-Yet, although it is generally true that
"rwiltere all relevant ciremustanees have properly been evaluated the action

of the trial court, whether granting or denying an Injunction, ordinarily will
he sustained."

limigson v. Amerirau Can Co., 440 le.2(1 910, 920 (8th Cir, 1971), it is.not
unknown for a federal appellate court to change the scope of an equitable
order on appeal. Milted States v. St. Louis -San ;eroticism By., 404 1'1.2d 801
(8th Cir; 1972), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1107 (1973) [employment discrimination
under Title Vin ; Carter v. Gallagher, 452 F.24 315, 324 .(8th Cir. 1911), modified en bane, 452 141.2d 327 (8th Cir.), cert, denied, 400 U.S. 950 (1972) Cent
ployment discrimination under 42. U.S.C. §§ 1081 and 19831 ; Action v. Gannon,
459 11.2d 1227, 1237-1238 (8th Cir. 1971) civil rights action under 42 U,S,C, §
1981, 1982, 1083, 19851.

In this case the trial court should enjoin the use of apomorphine in the
treatment of initiates at the ISMIP except when the following conditions are
complied with;
1. A written consent must be obtained front the inmate specifying the nature
of the treatment, a written description of the purpose, risks and effects of
treatment, and advising the inmate of his right to terminate the consent at
any time, This consent 111118t Include a certification by at physician that the patient. has read and understands all of the terms of the consent and that the intaste is mentally competent to understand hilly all of the provisions thereof
and give his eonsent thereto.

2. The consent may be revoked at any time after it is given and if an inmate orally expresses an intention to revoke it to, any member of the staff, a
revocation form shall be provided for this signature at once,
8. Nadi apomorhine injection shall be individually authorized by a doctor
1110 be administered by a doctor, or by it nurse, It shall be authorized in each
istanee only upon information based on the personal observation of a Member
of the professional staff. information from inmates or inmate aides of the ob.
serration of behavior in violation of an Inmate's protocol shall not be mUflielent
to warrant sucl authorizittion.
The judgment. of the district court is reversed with directions to grant the
Injunction tinder the terms hereinbefore set forth.
Stephenson, Circuit Judge,
I concur' with the result.
A true copy,
At test

Clerk, U.S. Court of Appeals, Vighth Circuit.
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[Item VI,B,41

CLoN.cE.v, RtannusoN, No, 73 CV 878$ (W.D. Mo. Jutx

1970

ilfentorondlis and Order
.

The above eases firl those remaining from a larger number of cases filed to
challenge each prisoner's transfer and retention in the S.T.A.R.T, program at
the Medical Center for Federal Prisoners at Springfield, Missouri. Habeas corpus, federal question, and declaratory judgment jurisdiction are .invoked in
various of the cases which, by agreement of the parties, were processed on a
consolidated basis. Although some of the cases were originally commenced pro
se, all of the prisoners were eventually represented by either the Federal Public Defender for this district or by attorneys for The National Prison Project
of the American Civil Liberties Union.
This Court has received. throughoht this litigation exemplary' cooperation
from all counsel representing the prisoners and from the Bureau of Prisons
and counsel representing the Bureau, We therefore express our appreciation to
all concerned and commend them for their cooperation with each other and
With this Court for their assistance in devising procedures tinder which these
cases were determined.
Pursuant to those procedures, the parties entered into a stipulation of numerous facts and agreed upon particular legal questions which would be presented by motions for partial summary judgment to be filed pursuant. to Rule
50 of the Rules of Civil Procedure. It was contemplated that the Court would
be able Of consider the stipulated factual data, including the voluminous donmentary. evidence and the expert opinions of court appointed experts, rule all
questions of law which did not involve any disputed' question of fact, and then

enter an order pursuant to Rule 56(d) which would identify what material
facts were actually and in good faith controverted so that further proceedings
could be directed under which the factual. disputes and remaining legal clues
tile's could be expeditiously resolved,

As a part of the agreed pretrial procedures, counsel agreed to confer and
jointly to recommend to the Court for appointment as expert witnesses the
most knowledgeable and qualified persons available to examine the S,T.A.R.T,
program, interview Medical Center staff and prisoners, and make appropriate
reports of their expert opinions to counsel and to the Court. The experts rec-

ommended and appointed were Harold L. Cohen, Institute of Behavior Research, ilver Spring, Maryland Dr. William DeRiffi,' CamarilloNettropsy
chintrie Institute Research Program, Camarillo, California; and Dr. Nathan
Asrin, Anna State Hospital, Anna, Illinois. We are grateful for the services ren

dered by these experts which we now outline.
The parties agreed on the descriptive materials and data concerning the pros
gram and the prisonsers involved to be furnished the experts in preparation of

their Inter physical examination of the S,T,A.R,T, facilities and their inter
views with Medical Center Staff and prisoners, On November 14, 1073, a

further pretrial conferenee was held inn. Springfield, Missouri, with counsel and

the three court appointed exports in attendance. The experts were explained
their duties, furnished an agreed list of questions in writing, and immediately
left for the Medical Center to begin their examination of the S,T,A.R.T,
ties and interviews of Staff and prisoners,'
The experts' written reports were filed in the form of answers to the clues,
tions which had been submitted to the experts by the parties. In light of de
velopthents to be presently stated, it is unnecessary to summarize the reports
of the three exports other than to say that one report was generally favorable
to the techniques and results of the SM,A.R.T, program; one was generally tinfavorable; and one Was generally favorable to the design of behavior modiflea
Hon programs similar to that of
but expressed the firm opinion that

all such programs should he voluntary ra ther t halt involuntary,

Pursuant to tin. pretrial procedures outlined, the parties were thus able to
have before the Court a great deal .of factual data, including the opinions of
the three experts whom both sides agreed were competent, qualified, and tin.
partial, Cross motions for summary judgment were filed in accordance with
the agreed procedures and briefs were being submitted on an agreed 'schedule,
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era, Springfield, Missouri." In responding to that request, Mr. Carlson felt that

it was necessary to state emphatically and unequivocally that "the Federal
Bureau of Prisons never uses and does not countenance the use of psychosurgory, eleetro-shock, massive use of tranquilizing drugs or any other form of
aversive treatment to change behavior, no matter how aggressive or resistive
an offender may be."

Mr. Carlson appropriately pointed out that "the problem In discussing 'be.
havior modification' is that the term is defined in a number of different ways,"
He explained that "In its broadest sense, virtually every program in the
reau of Prisons is designed to change or modify behavior." With respect to the
S.T.A.U.T. program, Mr. Carlson advised the Committee that "The most recent
attempt to use 'behavior modification' techniques was the START program de»
veloped at the Medical Center for Federal Prisoners, Springfield, Missouri,
during October, 1972, as a demonstration project,. He explained that "Simply,

stated, START (Special Treatment and Rehabilitative Training) was an attempt to provide a more effective approach for dealing with those few, but
highly aggressive and assaultive, inmates Who are found in any correctional

institutionfederal, state, or local." Consistent with the advice given this
Court, Mr. Carlson stated to the Committee that "While mistakes were um
doubtedly made in developing the START program, we believe that the Bureau
of Prisons profited fromthe experience,"

With particular regard to the Bureau of Prisons' intention to use behiMor

modification programs similar to S.T.A.H.T Mr. Carlson. advised the Committee that
"We rebognize that behavior modification does not represent a panacea or
cure all Or the deficiencies in correctional programming. It is, however, a val-

uable treatment technique which can he effectively used to motivate some
groups of offenders. For this reason, behavior modification using positive re»
wards is an integral part of many of our correctional programs atut tlw llama

of Prisoas.wal vontina0 to Use this technique whenever appropriate." [lImphasis
ours.]

Under the circumstances of ihis particular case, we therefore find and con
elude that there is a substantial likelihood that some of the questions pre

vented will recur and that a Justiciable issue capable of repetition, yet evading

review, does exist which requires a definitive declaratory judgment of this
Court under the circumstances, As we will indicate later, we do not believe
that all of the questions initially presented need be decided because such ques
tions have been rendered moot by the Biomes termination of the S.T.A.U.T.
program.

This part of this opinion will state the factual ciremustances which exist
without substantial controversy within the meaning of Rule 56 (d) of the
Rules of Civil Procedure and set forth particular material facts stipulated to
by the parties.
The S.T.A.R,T, program was developed by the United States Daman of Pris.
ours to deal with offenders who have not, in the Bureau's view, adjusted satis
.

factorily to life in correctional institutions, It was designed by the Bureau
after a study of programs at the State Reformatory for Boys, Yardville, New
Jersey, and the Kennedy Youth Center, Morgantown, West Virginia, The Mune adopted What it considered to be the more successful aspects of those

wogra ins in formulating S,T,A.R,T, which was specifically designed for adult
offenders who had demonstrated an inability to conform to institutional stand.
arils,
program Professional Consultant, de
Dr, Albert F. Seheekenback,
scribed the program as follows in his report of August 17, 1978
"Project START has been developed for prisoners who haste failed to adjust
in normal institutional environments,- While in this program, they will be eons
tined to an isolated area until they have demonstrated consistently a potential
to respond appropriately In a regular Institution, Some inmates may never

leave the program, Hence, a unit hag been developed that will provide for
their needs on the unit with movement to other areas of the institution rohib.
Red except its dire emergencies,

"A status system is assigned as the initial treatment program for START,
The status system involves a moldier of levels which differ as to their moon.
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terial for a period of time up to and including six weeks in duration for the
purpose of preventing disturbance of other inmates participating in the program, resulting in isolation of those prisoners.

19, Each cell in the ward is provided with a toilet as well as a lavatory for

the prisoner's use,
20, Cells in the S,T.A.R.T, unit are equipped with a 00 watt light bulb and

15 watt light bulb, Cells in the segregation unit at the Medical Center are

equipped with a 75 watt bulb and sz red 15 watt night 'bulb, Cells in open population at the Medical Crater are equipped with one 75 watt bulb,
21. The Medical Center's kitchen is the source for food for all MedicalCenter prisoners, including S,T,A,R,T, prisoners,
22, A prisoner in the .S,T,A,R.T, program is required to clean his cell .and

the ward area, and is provided an opportunity to earn pay and extra 'merit°.
Nous good time credits on his sentence by being required to work in the Federal Prisons Industry, after being promoted from the Orientation Level. Prisoners in the S,T,A.R,T, program who were sentenced in states that do not
recognize good time allowances arc Olso required to work in the Federal
Prison Industries, Inmates in regular segregation status and not all prisoners
in open population have the opportunity, nor are they required to work iu
Federal Prison Industries,

23, A prisoner, muter the revised program, has the opportunity to be promoted from the Orientation Level within a one week period and to be graduated from the program within approximately nine months from his entrance,
24, Statutory good time cannot be returned to subjects on the Orientation
Level of the S,T.A.R,T. unit, However, statutory good time has been on occasion returned to segregation prisoners and may be returned to open population
prisoners in all Federal Bureau of Prisons institutions, All of an inmate's statutory good time is recommended by the s.T.A.it,T, staff to be returned to billion his successful graduation from the unit.
`25, .Commissary privileges are denied to inmates on the Orientation Level of
the program, Commissary Privileges are increased with the inmate's progression

within the levels to the point as allowed an inmate in open population.
20, Bath inmate on the Orientation Level of the program is providul the opportunity to shower a maximum of twice weekly with a clothing change, exapt petitioner Sanehez states these opportunities were not provided hitn originally for a period of. time, which respondent denies, This is the minimum
bathing and clothing exchange required of those in segregation in accordance
with the Policy of the Bureau of Prisons, [See Policy Statement #1-I 7400,5B.]
As an inmate progresses from Orientation Level within the program, he is
granted increasing privileges of bathing and changing of clothing to the point
of an inmate in OPPII

27, An inmate within the program at the Orientation Level is provided a

maximum of recreation for a one hour period twice weekly, except certain petitioners, Sanchez, MHz, McDonnell, and Wilson state that their full two hour
exercise was not provided them, which respondent denies, This is the tninimum
exercise required of those in segregation in accordance with the Policy of the
Bureau of Prisons [See Policy Statement #14, 7400,511], As an inmate progresses from the Orientation Level within the program, he is granted increasing
privileges of recreation to the point of an inmate in open population,

28. Each prisoner in the unit is provided a bed, a mattress, a pillow, two

blankets, and a personal locker, except, whom the locker has been previously
destroyed or for other security reasons, All prisoners, including those on the
Orientation Level are provided the following personal items: a tooth bedsit,
tooth powder, institution Mimeo, cigarette paper, match books, as Bible of a
recognized religion, pencil and paper, amid their own legal material, except
named petitioners shoe that they were not provided with all or some of these
items for to period of Om, whieh respondent denies, Priso11(11.8 are granted the
right to possess greater amounts of personal property as they progress from

the Orientation Level, the amount granted at the Orientation Level is the
same as the minimum granted a prisoner 'under the Polley of the littreatt of
Priming, (See Polley Statement # II 7400.5111,

20, HM,A,11T, subjeets ore prohibited from visiting the prison library, in
eluding the law library, They may request law books from the staff and the
assistance of the Federal Public Defender.
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IV.

no first question of law stipulated by the parties is

"Whether, in the absence of notice, elm iges, and hearings, the selection and
forceable transfer of a prisoner into the SA.I.A.It.T. program violates the constitutional rights of the prisoner in denying him due process and equal protection of law,"
Petitioners argue that due process required a hearing before their transfer
into S.T.A,R,T, in the first place because the program involves, substantial
losses of priVileges to the petitioner,1
Respondents argue, on the other hand, that no deprivation. Of due process is
involved because till petitioners were in segregation in other federal correctional 'institutions before their transfer to s.T.A.R.T. at the Medical Center.

'They further argue that the Bureau of Prisons has broad discretion in the
transfer and placement of prisoners within the federal prison system under 18
United States Code § 4051, and that the exercise of that. discretion is not subpet to judicial review. Respondents attempt to distinguish petitioners' cases On
their facts but do not discuss the substantial constitutional questions raised by
those cases,

We find and conclude that this question of law relating to transfer withont
tiny sort. of a hearing is not mooted by the termination of the S.T,A.R,T. program under the particular factual circumstances and the principles of law
stated in part 11 above. On the merits, we find and conclude that a prisoner

transferred into S.T.A.R.T. or into it, behavior modification program like

s.T.A.u.T., which, on the facts, involves a major change in the conditions of
confinement is entitled, at a mininnun, to.the type of hearing required by the
Supreme Court's opinion in Wolff v. McDonnell.
Even before the Supreme Court decided Wolff v. McDonnell, it was reasonably Clear that the. transfer of a prisoner without tiny sort Of a' hearing to another institution or to a different status within the same institution presented
a substantial constitutional question when, on the facts, the transfer was accompanied by deleterious consequences to the prisoner. Prior to Wolff v. McDonell, several courts held that prisoners must be given some form of hearing when they are disciplined, e.g.,
v. Twomey, 479 10, 24 701 (7th Cir.
1973) ; McDonnell v. Wolff, 483 F. 24 1059 (8th Cir, 1973) ; cert. granted 42
14.W. 3422 (Jan. 21, 1974) ; Rnstre v. McGinnis, 442 F. 24 178 (2nd Cir. 1971) ;
cert, denied 404 U.S. 1049 (1972) ; Landman v. Ropier, 333 P. Stipp, (121 (RD.
Vile 1971). Other courts specifically concluded that hearings were required in
connection with prisoner transfers; e.g., Hoilt v. Vitok, 361 P. Stipp, 1238 (1).
N.H. 1973) ; White v. Gillman, 360 P. Stipp. 04 (S.DD. Iowa (1973) ; Colton v.
Cupp, 356 P. Stipp. 302 (D. Ore. 1972) ; Park v, Thompson, 35(3 F. Stipp, 783
(I)r, Hawaii 1973); Gomel v. Travisono, 353 F. Stipp, 457 (D. R.I. 1973). ('.f.

Bryant v. Hardy,

488 F.

24 72 (4th Cir. 1973). Still other courts, prior to

Wolff V. McDonnell, required that a hearing be held in connection with administrative changes in status. Urbana v, AfeCork/e, 334 F. Stipp. 101 (I), Not
1971). See also Landman v. Boystor, supra, at. 645.
This development in the law, as illustrated by the cited eases. has, of course,
been recent, Most of the cases cited above were decided after and upon the auUtility of Morrissey v, Brewer, 408 U.S, 471 (1972) ; and Guymon v. Seapc111,
411 U.S. 778 (1970).

The Eighth Circuit in McDonnell vWolff, 483 III, 24 1059 (8th Cir, 1973),
consistent with the Seventh Circuit'S earlier opinion in Miller v, Twomey, 479
P. 2d 101 (7th Cir. 1973) concluded that, the procedural requirements outlined
bt Atopitmey as supplemented in 8earpelli, supra, should he applied in connection with prison disciplinary proceedings, While the Supreme Court concluded
In 'Wolff v. MeDonnell that "the MorrisseySearpelli procedures need not, in all
respects be followed ill disciplinary cases," that case also concluded that particular portions of those procedures must be satisfied in order to meet the minMaim requirements of procedural due process in regard to disciplinary confinement of state prisoners.
W e shun describe till prisoners its "petitioners" utah the persons sued es "respond
flits" for convenictici!' sake, although technically, because of the form of a particular a.
tlon, particular prisoners telly he properly called "plaintiffs" and the opposing parties
"defendants."

4
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A. Freedom of Religion.
B. Freedom of Speech and Association.
C. Right to be Free from Unwarranted. Search and Seizure.
I), Right of Privacy.
E. Cruel and Unusual Punishment,

We find and conclude for reasons generally stated in part VI above in

connection with the second stipulated question that all of the various questions
presented by the third stipulated question are moot,
Accordingly, and for the reasons stated, it is
Ord(fred, (1) that petitioners' motion for partial summary judgment should

be and is -hereby granted with respect to the first stipulated question of
whether, in the absence of notice, charges, and hearing, the selection and
forceable transfer of a prisoner into the S.T.A,R.T. program violates the constitutional rights of the prisoner in denying him due process. It is further
Ordered, (2)' that with respect. to all other issues presented* in the various

cases in this litigation, the above styled eases should be and are _hereby dismissed as moot. It is further
Ordered, (3) that the selection and forceable transfer of a prisoner into a
future behavior modification type program patterned on the experience of
S.T.A.R.T., in the absence of the minimal due process procedures mandated by
the Supreme Court's recent decision in 1Vo/ff v. McDonnell, supra, should be
and is hereby declared a violation of a prisoner's right to due process of the
law as guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment tothfh Constitution.
411111111

C. Catalogue No. 11-72, Parrott instruments Company, Grand
island, Nebr.
PRESENTING: THE PARRAtt. INsTRIIMENT CoLLEOTIoN OF THE WORLD'S Morn Auv,txczo linunvfott MoDIMAPIoN klegI)MIENT FOR TREATMENT OF COMPVLS/ONS,
ADDIMIONS, PHOBIAS AND LEARNING Inman:um

do not agree with those who feel that ConditionWe at Farm!! Instrtn
ing has all the answers and that behavior modification alone can permanently
change any type of behavior. Rather; we look upon behavior modification conditioning as a superb tool to be used in conjunction with other types of more
traditional therapy. The literature which reports followttps after a period of
time contains comprehensive nrograms of supportive therapy used in behavior
modification.

It is our feeling that unless these traditional supportive techniques are also
used extinction of the conditioning will take place and the patient may return
to the old problem. 01w of the major advantages of the behavior modification
technique is that it usually provides an immediate reduction of the unwanted
behavior, This gives the patient confidence that he is being helped and thus increases his motivation.
Since many of the conditioning and desensitization techniques are repetitive
they lend themselves to automatic! instruments. By using our automated appa
rotas the professional can eliminate the need for his direct supervision of the
patient during most of the conditioning period.
AVERSIVE CONDITIONING

Soule in the mental health field feel aversive conditioning is cruel and look
upon it as a punishment, We agree that aversive techniques which use a more

aversive level than that required to stop or prevent an tindeslrable act are
cruel. An example of this is the use of a cattle prod which has such a high

voltage that it. produces skin destruction. In the cattle prod no voltage control
is present thus this device is not really a controlled aversive unit for bettov

conditioning but rather is a punishment apparatus, Severe punishment

works against the conditioning principles and produces hostility.

Those who feel it is morally wrong to give electric shocks must forget the
emotional content of the question and address themselves to the 'Mho of the
alternativett. Is it more humane for a self-destructive child to receive a few
controlled shocks or to go through life in a straight. jacket? Is it better to lock
a sex deviant away as a criminal or treat hint with aversive therapy so that
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he can beeome a prodnetive member of society? It is true -in. both examples
cited above that some eases would respond to prolonged conventional therapy ;
but in most institutions this is not possible because of the shortage of profess
clonal personnel. Probably the most valuable contribution .aversion therapy can
Make is the reduction of treatment time.
FOR IMPROVING ANTISOCIAL TIEHAVIOIL AGGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR, PSYCHOSOMATIC
PROBLEMS, SELF-DESTRUCTIVE BEHAVIOR

The Aversive Stimulator, AR-7, gives therapists aversive control over sittat,
Lions- without the encumbrance of wires, The wireless feature.-of, the aversive

stimulator allows the client to move freely yet still be tinder the therapist's

control,. Because there. is no viSible link between the stimulator and the thera-

pist, the .client associates the aversive shock with the undesired behavior
rather than with the therapist.
NEW WIRELESS STIMULATOR

A new feature of the Al -7- is the presentation of a tone with the aversive stimulus. Repeated pairings of the tone with the aversive stimulus will
come to make the .tone secondarily aversive to the 'client, 'After conditioning
the therapist. can present either the tone or the aversive stimulus and.tone..08
a random schedule. This proeedttre will .allow .for maintenance of the desired
behavior with .a minimum presentation of the aversive stimulus.

With this system of equipment, `the therapist 'is able to much more effe-ca
tively control elients' behavior,. Paraprofessionals can be trained to utilize the
auXillary equipment cutting both the therapist's time and the length of -condifi0111 lig..

.

The. Model AR-5 Is an improved version of our Model AR-2 Which has
been iu production for over live years. An auteluttic gain control has been

added to the receiver, This greatly Increases the reliability by decreasing over' load problems at close range. The new model also has an increased .shock output,

The shocker has n range of around 75 feet indoors. and 300 feet outdoors.
The loug.outdoot, range makes the unit useful on the playground and in shill-

sitaations. The control unit is a small hand-held device. The receiver -

shocker is .a small unit houSed in a leather case and is usually attached to the
patient by. .a belt around the waist, Both units are sufficiently small to permit
imobtrasiVe use in a variety of Held or group situations. Thus, behavior mods.
tied in the laboratory or office situation-may be subject to genertilizatten and
discrimination training MOM closely approximating the situations to which the
behavior must be transferred,
THE IVIRELESS SHOCKER

The Wireless Shocker gives clinicians and researchers aversive control over
situations without the enctimbrance of wires, Unhampered by control Wires,
the patient can now !love with unrestrained freedom and yet be under control,

Another great advantage of this physical isolation of the patient from the
therapist is the diminished link between the therapist and the aversive, shook.

The patient thinks less of the therapist, its a punisher, and associates. the
-shock with the Undesired act lie is doing,

SOLV.DESTRUCTIVE titlitAVIOn

The effectiveness of this apparatus has been well established in the behavior
modification field, It i* an eectiVe tool in breaking tip the behavior pattern of
the autistic child. Head banging, hair pulling and, many ether self - destructive
behaviors have been stopped, Many problems associated With Mentally retarded
people can be eliminated using operant coltditiottitig With.this apparatus,
AGGRESSIVE *MOM

Aggressive behavior has been controlled using the Wirelesk Shocker, The
portable nature of the equipment makes behavior shaping possible in Sehools;
plapground and downtown store settings, The ease with whieli this equipment
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tits Into the real- life situation makes the Wireless Shocker ideal for treating
aggressives.
eSvettosoNt ATIO PROBLEMS

PrOgIIIMS have been used 'successfully to .stop psychosomatic
vomiting, In this caseshock is applied the instant the patient gives signs. of animpending attack,. In' some cases this has been used to maintain the.patient's
lift, antilotlier Oyes of therapy could become effective.
UNIquti l'EATVRES

Adjustable, shock : immune to interference, nonblocklag at close range,
bust metal case, long battery life,'
AVERSIVE SIXOCK

Shock is adjustable frOm 0 to 800 volts, The shock is a narrow 1 to 2 millisecond width at a 10 to 20 Hz. rate, Maximum current is 5 milliamperes. This
aversive, stimulus can he applied to an arm or leg. An accessory belt
(1,I-Alt-3) which has electrodes in the belt can be supplied on special order,
This belt, whew used with care, can shook the patient's waist and eliminate
the need of electrode wires, Use of the belt reduces the effective range of the
apparatus.

The transmitter,umes one of five special medical frequencies in the 27 MHz
baled, A tuning fork useillator codes the radio carrier when the shock button is
pressed. When a matehing tuning fork in the receiver responds to the treas.

mitter fork, a pulsetype shock generator is turned on, The tuning forks are
extremely selective and prevent false shocks from radio or noise interference,
AR-5 SPECIFICATIONS
.

.

Model AR-5 ReeelverShocker and Transmitter for remote wireless shocking
of hutnans. Consisting of the following: 1 ea. crystal controlled transmitter op.
orating. in 27 MHz, band, with audio toning fork encoder, solid state, 1 en,
crystal controlled setperhetrodyne receiver for transmitter, timing fork decoder
with adjustable shock generator, solid state. 1 ea, leather case for receiver, 1..
set of liatteries for each unit, with .electrodes. Transmitter (1%" x .2%" x

") With 15" antenna, weight 18 oz, ReceiverShocker (1%" 'x 2%" x 5%")

-Weight 20 oz.
TWo PATIENT MODEL

The Model AR -fl is a Wireless Shocker that is identieal to the A1143 exkept it contains two encoders so that two different shock receivers can be ewetrolled, With this unit and two receivershockers, it' is possible to Work with
two patients iii the same area at the sanie.thne, NOTE: Both patients can not
be shocked at the same instant,
AR-0 SPECIPICATIONS

Model AR-0 Receiver.Shodter and Transmitter for remote wireless shocking
of haniates. Consisting of the following: 1 en. crystal controlled transmitter opcrating in 27 MHz, band, with dual audio tuning fork encoders, solid state, 2
ea. crystal controlled superhetrodyne receivers for transmitter, tuning fork de,
tenter with adjustable shock generator, solid state, 1 ea, leather case for re-

COM, 1 set of batteries for each unit, with electrodes, Transmitter (1%"
2%" x ti%") with 15" antenna, weight 19 oz., ReceiverShocker (1%' x 2%"
5'') weight 20 05.
The literature contains many examples of successful conditioning "cures"

which relapsed after leaving the office, The Personal Shocker provides a direct
link between the clinician's alike and the patient's normal life, Light and port,
Wile, it Matt be easily concealed and unobtrusively operated by the patient so
that he can administer Shock to himself whenever he encounters, in real life,
stimuli associated With hig disorder, Thus, the. office treatment ,may be main,
tied throughout the day.
ThiS series of Personal Shockers is designed around a unique fottrtrattsistor

.

pulse elrettit, Use of a pulse circuit gives extremely low battery drain and,
tints, long battery life which is essential for reliable patient use, Shock poten.
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tial is adjustable from zero to 800 volts. The pulse is 1 to 2 milliseeonds in dttration with a 10 to 2.0 us' rate, This extremely short duration eontribtites
greatly to patient safety. The patient's lack of knowledge -regarding safety
Wt liniqueS dictates the, necessity of using a' battery operated device with it
ware form least likely to pioduCe cardiac problems if misused.
PATIENT SEIN-IIEINPoRcEmENT

The "Take-Me-Along!' is effective in reinforcing the patient's conditioning
When he is .sway from the protective confines of the office orinstitution, It has
been used to reinfotce conditioning for patients on therapy programs for
hot, drugs, sexual -preference and sexual deviations. Many patients are qitite
willing to assist ha their therapy program and they welcome the "security" of
having such a device with them,
EncToEs RAG

The light weight small size of the Persons!' Shocker makes it ideal for the
doetor to carry With him. It will tit into a coat pocket and, tints, is convem
lentlY ready Whenever or wherever the doctor or the therapist may need .it.

The shock level Is adjustable.from zero to the maximum voltage, The compact
size and noninstrutuent appearance of this shocker makes it less frightening to
the patient. Despite this appearance the apparatus has a very aversive shock.
The AP-10 and the AP-11 can be used in this service,
coNDITIoNINq ON TUE. %tau

Tho "TakeMe-Along" Personal Shockers are ideal for carrying in the pocket
or medical bag. Since they are so compact, they are ideal for -personnel to
carry. ou the wards. The small size makes the shocker appear less threatening
to the patient. The Model AP-11, with concentric ring electrodes is most convenient for this ptirpose.

PosTrEAL coNTINZ

Postural and tic-control can be achieved by behavior modifiention. techniques,
The patient is well aware of his probleM but usually is not at the time of the
occurrence. "TakeMe-Along" can thus be used in two ways; first, to alert the
patient and second as an operant conditioning apparatus.
A switch or series of switches is attached to the patient's body in a manlier
which will detect the tic, slouch or Undesired posture.- Depending on. your
choice of apparatus, closing of the.sWitch circuit will give the patient an avev
sire eleettiC'shock or present an aversive audio tone. 'The patient will respect
to either of these aversive signals 14 correcting the posture. Thus, the patient
IS autoluatiCtilly conditioned using escape and avoidance techniques. The Model
PA-12 mrake-Me-Along'.'4is used where aversive shod{ is to he Used, The
Model AP-14 or AP-15 is used when an aversive tone is desired. The AP14
delivers the tone to a loudspeaker and provides considerable aversion due to
eItitHirrnsstnent hi social group settings. The AP-15 delivers the tone to a

small earpiece,
Parton Instruments does not sell to patients, .We do not send catalogs to pitHoots :tact wish that doctors would not give our catalogs to them. We sell only
to doctors and want payment made directly by the doctor's check or moneyorder,
.

Prom time to time, we have problems with patients calling us to talk about
their problems or the instrument. We refUse to discuss problems with patients,
The doctor Must show the patient stow to use the equipment and adjust shock
level..Therefore, we do not ship a Personal Shocker to the patient. We will
make exception to this when it'patient already has a Wilt and he heeds a relacement or fast repair.
ontAitti No EPEcIPWATIoNs

AP-10 "TitkeMe-Alongft Personal Shocker with 4' electrode cable. Shock ad-

justable 0 to 800 volts, 4 transistor circuit, powered. by 3 (V01 batteries, in
sturdy plastic covered metal case (2%" x114" x 3%"), weight approximately'
8 oz,, with electrodes and histritetions,

AP11 "Take4ile-Along" Personal Shocker with concentric ring electeodes,
Shock adjOstable 0 to 800 volts, 4 transistor circuit, powered by 3 (01) bat-
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torts,. in sturdy lastic Covered metal en80 (2%" s 114" X 3%."), Weight up,
proximately 8 oz., with electrodes and instructions, This model is pictured in
the lower righthand corner of the other side of this sheet, The white circles
are the concentric electrodes.

"TakeAleAlong" Personal Shocker with 4' eleetrode cable and jack
for remote control Witch, Note : No switch is included and no switch is .on the
Wt. Shock adjustable 0. to Silo volts, 4 transistor circuit, powered by 3 (1491)
batteries, In sturdy plastic covered metal case (2%'' x 1%" x3%"), weight op.
proximately 8 us., With electrodes afidinstruetions,
AP-15- 'Take;MeAlong," A hearing aid type ear phone receives a tone when
the switch is closed, Intensity is adjastable, Solid state, Powered by 3 (1191)
batteries, in sturdy plastic covered metal claw (2%" x 114" x 3%"), weight al)
proximately 8 us,, witli .inktructions,
This fully automated system uses standard 35MM slides for NthIndlIS 010
neutral cues, The patient can be conditioned or desensitized without the at--

.tetalanee of a professional. in many cases the- patient can give himself the
therapy ; thus, saving the time of the professional staff for less routine aspects

of therapy.
'Pier view fatally of automatic visual stimulus devices described here is the
of evolutionary developments, Since We hitrodueed the
result of fear ye
world's first -cone eyelid l'IsuallY Keyed Shocker we have been eontinuallY
proving on the II trument and its software, This research makes it possiMe to
now provide it emaidnatIoninstrInnent useful for both Aversive Conditioning
and Systematic tasiensitization,

.

sYsTENtATIc .0ESENSITIZATIoN

Systematic desensitization is a highly successful method of relleving anxiety

associated with phobias:. such as, fear of semi activity, death, flying, elem._
tors, erossing .bridges, going to the doctor sod the like, There has beets consid-

erable, work done In this field but mostly with simple equipment requiring constant attention of the _theaists or with highly sophisticated costly automated
apparatus, This eiplipment makes available, for the first time, an automated
apparatus with a price practical for private practice and nonresearc patient.
t Pea tinent eenters,
Avkastvi; cON141,10X1110
.

Aversive conditioning has proVen au effective aid in the treatment of child
molesters, transvestites, exhibitionists,- alcoholics, shop lifters and other people
with similar problems, Stimuhts slides are shown to the patient intermixed
with neutral slides, Shock is delivered with stimulus scenes but not with neutral scenes, In reinforcing heterosexual preference in Intent male homosexuals,
male slides giVe it shock while. the stimulus relief slides of telltales do hot give
shock, The patient is given it "Slide Change" haildbotton which. enables him to .
escape or avoid it shock by rejecting at shoek cue scene,
ItEVERENCIES
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The Visually -Keyed Shocker is a fully autoinated eonditioning &Vice. Nov
the doctor can he freed of the time consuming part of reinforcement of behavior conditioning. Once the patient has received supportive therapy and
Cessful conditioning technique is established,..most .patients can reinforce them-

selves With little or no supervision, Thug the outpatient can come to the
hospital or office as needed. The doctor's time is repaired only for the figura

paniselhig Session mid not needed to continne.the-conditioning therapy.
MorEcTIVENEss

.

The effectiveness of the paired visual stimulus and shock in converting leimoseximis,to hetrosexual activity mid in behavior Modification of Sex .deviates
is well &Outwitted in the bibliography on the front of this page. Basic
research and theory indicates the teehalque should be effective in many
types of behavior modification, Promising results- hate-been obtained in treatlug alcoholism, addictions and COMpllif41011K but muck further research -is
needed' ill these areas. The major application problem remaining thus seems to
be in .developing the most effective. treatment paradigm.
Boat' IT woaKs

A slide projector is attached to a special aversive shock generator. 'The
edges of the shock slides are marked with ink. Neutral slides do net have
marked edges, The slides are :autonnitleally advanced. When a shock slide is
shown a phototransistor reads the mark and triggers the shoek. The patient IS
antomatically conditioned by,.. the visual stimulus paired with the .aversive
shock. In the. case of some problems it is possible to use escape and or avoidvonditimang, Conditioning here is done by giving. the patient a hand butten with which he can escape or avoid Shock by it proper response.

.

AproNtAnai coNDITIoNINO

lloth the ,prolector and the shock unit are complete units and can be limed;
either In combination or separately, Shock time cnn he variable or infinite..
Delay between slide exposure and shock is adjustable. The shock ,Ifitensity is
variable ancl.igindleated by a Meter. Push batons allow the clinician to -override the shock program. Slide; ran be presented manually or automatically at
preseleeted recycle intervals.

.

.

A special dant isolation circuit is used to connect the apparatus to the

power line, This provides the necessary safety required ht any line operated
shoeker.-

Von can make your own slides or purchase slides front Farrell Thattliments,

Any 2 x 2 or 35 mat slide in a .paper mount can he Used. To key a slide so
that it will give a shock it is only necessary to work With black ink the vertical margin of the slide.

.

PaoaRAMs

TIM AV 0

1, Marked slide gives shock after adjustable delay. Duration is adjustable or
infinite. Operator can prevent shock but patient can't.
2. Marked slide gives shock after adjustable delttY. Duration is adjustable.
Patient ran terminate. shock by pressing button.
3, Marked slide gives shock after adjustable delay. Duration is adjustable.
-Patient can prevent shock by pressing button before a pre'sltock delay period
ses,

. Marked slide gives .simek after adjustable delay. Duration is adjiistable.
Patient can terminate shock by pressing button or can also prevent shock by

pressing before pre.Shock delay has completed,

.

5, Systematic Desensitisation with or without shock, Slide timer rung for
ward for increasing feat' hierarchy, Patients hand press backs tip projector to

relax slide.

AVIS SPRCIVICATIONS

Model AV,-5 Visually Iteyed shocker for antonutted behavior conditioning
and systematic desehsitigittion, Complete with .85MM E2 Ilktagraphic glide
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projector f 1345, 3" 1011A, shock :generator!Control, patient response hand bittton,
one slide magazine, silver electrode set and all connecting cables; _for operation

from 117 volt 50-60 Hz power. Shock generatorcontrol has the following fed. ;
tures: Attractive .solid birch wood. case 83/4" x 13%".k 9%" with high power
shock source adjustable-0 to approximately 1000 volts peak to peak with maximum -short circuit current approximately 10 milliamperes, Wave form essen-

tially square wave, with ptilser which can be switched hi to interrupt the

shock at approximately a 15 Hz-rate, shock tinter with 12 'steps, .25 througlr
15 seconds, with shock delay timer variable .25 through. 15 seconds in 12 steps,
with automatic slide advance timer which changes slides at a Selected cycle of
10, 15, i0 or 30 seconds:Standard slides can .be marked .with ink to.key the
control for shock, With patient. response program selector to allow patient to
avoid or.escape, or avoid and escape shock with proper 'response, with one step
or repeat response selector with forward or reverse patient selector so machine
can work .forWard with fetir slides while 'patient works backward to relax
(systethatie desensitization) and with manual shock and slide controls, Record.
or output jack for on -line coniputer monitoring, or chart recorder plotting of
stimulus and response. Auxiliary input jack for input control from other appsrants; such as, a computer or the AK-3 Acoustic Meyer, Shocker and projector each capable of independent operation, Power supply and all line voltage
components isolated' physically from patient and control circuits, with special
. square leg transformer core with metal shield between separate primary and
secondary coils lOcated. on opposite sides of the square cere, with transparent
Woodhead three-Wire safety plug (tits standatA three-connection 'Walt receptacle).
Solid state with .20 transistors, 11 IC's, 12 diod4s and 2 transient. surge protectors.
HANNA! PROGItAlts

!Pm AV-0 can be set for any program of the AV-5. In addition, it has several' random programs, :Therapists haVe recently. proven that conditioning Is
more effective when random schedules are used. The following intermittent
schedules are possible with the AV-0,
The delay before shock is controlled by one of three adjustable thners. One

of the three timers is selected by the random generator. Statistipally- each
timer is sampled one third of the time. A random shock control is also built
into the AV-41. When this mode is used a shock slide can Produce one of the

following tno shock, a weak (adjustable) shock, or a strong (adjustable) shock,
Again a one third sampling'IS used, A randoni function can also he applied to

the patient's ability to change the slide with a button press. Here on a one.
third probability the patient's press of a liandbutton which was done in the

length of time allotted to effectively avoid shock will result in t (1) Immediate
slide Change thtis avoiding shock, (2) No slide change thus receiving shock, or
(3) Delayed-slide change but no shock..
.

Otte standard' AV-5 and AV-0 instruments were made to be used with tt
regular screen which is not supplied. We can provide these models built into a
box us. pictured on the front page. The box uses a back Projection 'screen and
is quite tomptiet, It contains an additiOnal blower to insure slides will not be
damaged, The projector. can be easily removed. To older these models. in the
bok add the .letter 1.1 to the model, thus AV-5B or AV -0B,
AV-6 SPECIPICATIONS

Model AV -0 Visually Iteyed Shocker for automated behavior conditioning
and systematic desensitization, Complete with 35MM V2 Bktagraphie slide
projector f :3.5, 3" lens, shock generritor.control, patient response hand button,

connecting cables for operation,
from in volt 50--(10 Hz power, Shock getteratorcontrol has the following fen.
tures:. Attractive solid birch wood ease WA" 1 laye, x 914" withhigh power
shock source adjustable 0 to approximately 1000 volts pellk to peak With maidmum short circuit current approXimately 10 milliamperes, two independent
pre-set shock level controls can. be sampled on a randotn basis with sampling
evenly distributed between the two levels and no shock, WaVe form essentially
square wave, with pulser which can be switched in to Interrupt the shock at
approximately a 13 Its rate, shock timer With 12 steps, .23 through 15 seconds,
with periodic timer futietion to delivery recurrent shocks, with three shock
delay timers variable .25 through.15 seconds in 12 steps, and random sampling
one slide 11111101%Alle, silver electrode set and

r:

ti C., A.)
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device. which van seleeren an evenly. distilbuted basis between the three preset delay times, with autimintie slide adVance tinter which changes. slides at a
.selected cycle of 5, 10, 15, 20, or 30 seconds. Standard slides can be marked
with ink to-key the control for shock. With patient response program selector
to allow patient to avoid or escape,. or avoid and escape shock with proper response, with one step or repeat response selector with forward or reverse patient selector. so nine tine. can work forward with fear, slides while patient'
works letekward- to -relax (systematic desensitisation) and with manual shock
and slide controls, with random sampler which can inhibit operation of the pa-.
tient hand button or delay. slide change after button press, .Recorder output.
Joel: for on-line computer monitoring or chart recorder plotting of 'stimulus
mid response. Auxiliary input jack for input control from other apparatus;
such as, a computer or. the AK-3 .:\eoustic Keyer. Shocker and Oojector each
ennoble of independent operation, Power supply and all line voltage mane,
malts isolated physically from patient and control circuits, with sPecial kalfaitt'
log transformer. core with inetal shield between separate .primary and second.:
ary coils located on opposite sides of the 'square core, with transparent, Woodhead threewire safety plug (tits standard three-connection
receptacle).
Solid state with 38 transistors, 31 IC's, 2. diodes and 2 transient surge motet!
.

tors.

rattail Instruments has developed a comprehensive set of 3511IM slides to he
used to help. patients visualize. Our library includes slide sets of heterosexual
opts, mule and female homosexual :lets, dating scenes and nudes.- These are
useful for reinforcing sexual preference, reduction of anxiety' associated with
sexual frigidity and interesting some types of sex offenders. Also available are
a wide range of slides depicting aggression, conflict; drinking,: gambling and
taking drugs.

.

Considerable .literature exists proving the value of behavior modification
techniques in treating sex Variants using the patient's phantasy its a stimulus.
Researchers and therapists report the main cause of failure to treat. some .patients effectively is that the patients have difficulty in visualization of the
phantasy image. Different techniques have hem advanced to help the patient
image a situation. Tinv all require considerable cooperation and concentration
on the part of the patient. In addition some people have a limited Imagination,
Ettliaiteentent of the vis-nlization of the desired intagescan be done by photographic material. Colored slides used with a projector have proven effective in
providing stimuli.

slide sets marked -"Key Set" are provided with a list of models' Manes.

'These sets are useful in selecting the slide set most interesting to a particular
patient. A wide variety of individfials are included in the Key Sets. no pits
tient is asked to rate the slides. Slides of the particular model or models of
maximum interest cant be ordered, The degree of erotic sthnuli level is as link
form as possible within a given Key Set; Each slide is individually numbered.
In some eases we can supply a complete range of erotic stimuli slides for, a
given. model. In other eases we can only supply. slides with the models fully

D. Articles
(Item VI,t.11
AND BkitAVIDItAt,

Oscar it. Ieueblumen* unel

G. Brine, Jr.**-05 Volu II, Rev, 1184

(1V05)

A successful society is marked by an ability to maintain a prodnctive
between utalieraus competing forces, The goal of our own federal political system is to assure for the individual an ample range of freedom, and an
ample opportunity for diversity. By tradition and conviction oUr form of deninerney jealously seeks to protect the individual from accumulations of power.
This protection finds, its expression, for example, in the separation of powers
in government, the divorce of church and state, the civilian control over the
1' This article is hosed oat a piper presented .at the Rockefeller Institute Conference

on thaw and the Social Role of Selenee, April 8,
*Mention, of the New York liar; chairitute, Special Committee on Science and Law of
the Association of the liar of the City of New York, With the support of the Carnegie
Corporation of
the.Special Cotninittee Is engaged in a Rally of the impact of
Modern Melloand
and technology upon privacy. This article le oho product of that stady,
President of the Ittissell Sage Foundation,
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militaq, and in-the Working. of both the !abe and antitrust la-Ws-against...am
icon tin tiOil of emu/Mile ,powe4:,

.

The ..famillar. and- COnstynctIve tension which exists. ..between scietiee,;with its

need. to he free and open, and- society, with its need or restrictions on Itidivid,
11x1 freedom,. is thus only one of Many examples of conflicting forces that lutist
be held in 'balance., to assure individual dignity, creativity and .',fell-being- in
our society. This tension between society and science extends to ail the diSci-plines in the social, phySical and life sciences. It affects the prtietitioner as
.
well as the research investigator,
Examples Of this tension fire many, and one of the most faMillar is the Conflict of secrecy' for purposes -of national security with the free dissemination of
knowledge. This conflict is. especially complex. since dissemination of knowledge

the very developments. in science, in industry, and in govern.
meat upon which the security Of the nation ultimately rests. Additionally,
there is the equally familiar conflict between proprietary 'interests and the disis essential

closure of scientific knowledge. 'The private property interest at odds with disclosure may be personal or institutional, commercial or nonprofit, but the conflict. IS essentially the same. In each of these two illustrative -areas of conflict,
IcnSion stilt exists. imt accommodations, imperfect as theY niay be, have been
worked out to balance the competing needs and to serve the public interest.
Thell! is, however, -another area of tension involving the freedom of 'science
-which is not nearly so well recognized. This is the conflict of science and scientific.

research with the right, not of .private property, but of private

personality:I And it is to this particular conflict in values that this article is

addressed,

I. THE MORAL CLAIM TO PRINATEliERSONALITY

Although scholars may trace its origins into antiquity, the recognition of a
moral claini to private personality is relatively modern. .For most of our rewas 11ot physically possible in either the home, or the
corded history,
place of work or of public accommodation, Furthertnore, priVacy of belief or
opinion clearly was not respected until the last few centuries. The record of
autocratic. government. both temporal and spiritual, is long .and disheartening,

Robert Bolt, in his moving drama, A Man for All Seasons, had the doomed Sir
Thomas More say to his inquisitors t "What you have hunted me for is not my
actions, but the thoughts of my heart. It is a long road, you have opened. For
first men will disclaim their hearts and presently they will have no hearts.
(hod help the people whose statesmen walk your road." 2
Three of the great forces that have nourished the modern claim to privacy
are science, the secularization of government, and political democracy, It was,
for example, science that brought about the industrial revolution. and made
privacy physically possible. Consider, as a small sample, what steam heat and
plumbing have done to the design of Our homes and to the manner of our liv
lug' in them. Further, the separation of church and state encouraged pluralism
as well as diversity in religious belief. And it was political democracy that in
the last analysis truly elevated the concept of the essential worth and dignity
of the individual to the place it now fields In the western world.
It is therefore only in the last few centuries that the primacy of the individ
fial, hos emerged, has been articulated by philosophers, reflected in political institutions, and- implemented in law, Although the moral claim to a private per.
sonality has developed along with the elaini to individual freedom and dignity,
such development bus proceeded at a slower rate, perhaps because the western
preoccupation With private property as the tangible expression of the dignity
of the individual hag tended, for More than a century, to obscure the claim to
private personality on which the claim to private property was based. Not only
did the interest in private property obscure the human claim to privacy but,
over the years, it tended to define the claim
Thus. in the absence of trespass, bodily injury, theft, or tangible damage.
measurable in money, its in the case of defamation of reputation, our law has
often failed to perceive injuy to the private personality, Tills has led to such
legentioinalles as now exist with electronic eavesdropping devices, Thus, If an
eavesdropping device is placed next to a wall by a police officer, or brought
into one's room concealed en the persons of an invitee, then, tinder present fed.
end law, there has been Ito affront to an individual's constitutional rights,. Yet,
See generally Mills, Soolot inquiry anti the Autonomy of the Indiehtuat In Tim

HUMAN MEANING or Tim tomb Semscns 114 (Lerner ed. norm).
!Iota, A MAN Pont Am SEASONS' ACT It, at 151 (Bandon' Hattie 1062)4

4,
'Lo'
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shohld the device be a spike microphone and penetrate an apartment wall by
only a feW inches, then a trespass has been committed and the fourth amendment violated.3

Just fifty years ago Dean Roscoe Pound published a paper in the Ihr VaraLate Review, on "Interests of Personality," 4 There lie identified the claim to
private personality as "the demand which the individual may make that hW
private personol affairs shall not be laid bare to the world," 5 But though he
thought the interest was clear, the law, he found, had been slow to recognize
such an interest and raise it to the dignity of a legal right.°
EVen had society's developing awareness of the claim to privacy not been
'diluted by the then dominant commercial concern for tangible property as evi.
deuce of personal worth, the establishment of a right of private personality
was destined .to be stow. For this there are a number of reasons. The right of
privacy is largely a subjective, incorporeal right, difficult to identify and incapable of measurement. Other more definable values.:-.such as freedom of speech
.

loomed larger a century and less ago. Until recently, furthermore, science
had not provided the devices which, circumventing the :old concepts of Prop
erty, make -surveillance .possible without an actual trespass, In addition; the
modest range of governmental activities of. a half century and more ago made
the threat to the individual from government seem negligible. The formidable
attributes of concentrated economic power were, also, only beginning, to be appreciated. Indeed, the aggressive spirit of individual self reliance which pre..
railed in America would have made society's concern for the private personality seem incongraus,
It is reasonable, moreover, that the claim to privacy should evolve slowly,
for. pevacy ix. in conflict with other valued social interests, such as informed
and efiective government, km enforcement, and free dissemination of the news.
Whenever competing rights and values confront each other, it is alWays a slow
and ardnOus process to evaluate the chain and counterclaim in-real life situa.
tions. This process, however, is a classic function of the law. In time, therefore,
the boundaries between the permissible and unreasonable interferences With
priVacy will he delineated just as hosts of similar conflicts have been resolved
in the past.
Although the claim to private personality has yet to reach its destined stiff.
me in our laW,T it has beadle a moral imperative of our times, Reflecting the
ethical values of our civilisation, it flows, as do most of our values, front our
concept of. the essential ..dignity and worth of the individual, In discussing this

concept in 1908, Pope Pius XII made the folloWing perceptive observations :

"There is a large portion of his inner world which the person discloses to a
few confidential friends and shields against the intrusion of others. Certain
[other] matters are kept secret at any price and in regard to anyone. Finally,
there are other matters which the person is unable to consider." 8
Pope Pius then 'concluded:

"And just as it is illicit to appropriate another's goodi or to make an at-

tempt on his bodily integrity, Without his consent, so it is not permissible to
enter into his inner domain' againgt his Will, whatever is the technique or

Method used.9

3Lnek of trespass was cited by the Supreme Court in refusing to Invalidate the use
of -n deteetaphone on the outer wall of a hotel room, Goldman v, United States, 310
U.S. 129 (1942) ; see United Staten v. PardoBolland, 348 11,2d 310 (24 Cir. 1905), petition for cert. filed, 114 U.S.L, Wox 3081 (U.S. Sept, 2, 1005) (No, 521) ; in allowing
the use of a concealed transmitter by n government undercover agent in it suspect's
laundry, On Lee v. United States, 343 U.S. 747 (1902) ; and in upholding the use of n
concealed recorder by n tax agent in a suspect's place of business, Lopes v. United
States, 873 VA 427 (1903), In Silverman v, United Staten, 305 U.S. 005 (1901), the
deelsion excluding evidence wan based on the actual penetration of an apartment Wall
by a spike microphone which, by making contact wit'
heating conduit, enabled the
Police to overhear every word spoken within the house,
hitePeilt8 Of Persomilltib 28 May. L. KM', 343 (1915).
bt. at 302.
d're the extent that the elnim to privacy has not vet been recopised or prote ned by
law it cannot, at least hi it technical legal sense, be called a "right,
/
c fitrast with American legal dlivelopmen.:, it has been said that ", . the trend
lit the virelgn legislation is towards an outspoken protection of the rights'
personal.
its, We find the expression of this mimeo concern in the Civil Code of Liechtenstein
(1920), itt the Italian (1942) ittid Greek (1940) codes, in the reformed Japanese code
(19411 and the recent EgYptian and Philippine codes, and in It project of law in the
Geri ihn Federal Itepublte. Janssens, Puropeaa Law Includes Rights of Personality, Va.
L, Weekly, April 29, 1900. 0, 1. See also Krause, mhc Right to Privacy in Clerinaity
Pointen for American Legislation., UM Man L,J. 481.
* Address to the Congress of the International Association of Applied PsyehologY,
April 10, ins.
0/Mt,
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While Pepe. Pitts' ethics and logic seem persuasive, it is nonetheleSS. 'a fact

that the protections afforded private personality are not yet comparable to
those granted private property.
The rules for the protection of private property -- whether in ideas, creative
works, goods or real estatehave over many decades received extensive legis
lative and judicial attention. These rules are imbedded in the common law and
they Naive. often been elaborately developed, as in .otir systems of .copyright and
'patent law, 'Moreover,- the manner of the taking of private property for a parts.
atount public purpose "has been a matter of intense and vont:inning .tiational
concern. Early evidence of the reverence with which private property haS been
viewed is foimd in the constitutional provisions against "unreasonable' searches
and seizures," A° against the quartering of soldiers "in any house,. without the
muscat of the Owner," 11 against the deprivation of property without dne-proc.

ems of law, and against the taking of "private property .

. for public use,

without just compensation." 22 These constitutional protections have-been-ju&
cially 'elaborated over decades of concentrated attention to the proper equilib
riunt betsfeen un identified public need and the claim to private property.
"There has been no comparable abundance of legislative or judicial attqation
to the balance between the public need and the claim to private personality.
The application of the first, fourth MA fifth amendments of the federal constitution to the :.claim to private personality is in a very early stage. of
evolution.'3 More than thirty states have now reeogni led some form of a coin,

wolf law right of privacy : four have created at i.aiSt a limited right by
statute:14 Yet, another. four states have'rejetted the existence of a right- of privacy at common law,15 although the rejection may be more verbal than
substantive.1e1 Thus, in terms of a sophisticated system of protections for the

claim to private personalityprotections discriminatingly balanced to perinit
reasonable interference With privacy in appropriate circumstances=-it is clear
that our law' has not yet matured,
TILE NATURE of PRIVACY

What then is this emerging claim to private personality?
. Private personality is as complex and many-faceted as human beings them.

selves, Wit two principal aspects of the claim to privacy are clear. The one
most frequently expressed is the "right to be let alone." This facet of the
claim to privacy, first formulated by scholars17 and repeated by judges,18 was
given widest currency by Justice Brandeis in his magnificent dissent lit the
Olmstead ean.19 But there is another, and obverse facet of the claim to pri
racy wftich has yet to receive equal attention: it is the right to share and to
commuilleate.'Ao

Each and every one of no is well aware of this complicated, ambivalent personal need to communicate and, the correlative need, even while cOutintinicat
In U.S." CONRT. amend, IV.
It U.S. Comer. amend.
12 U.S. COM, 011ieltd, V.

18 The law on this issue appears, however, to be in an active phase of transition. See
257 N.Y.S.2d 266
CP., Judge Sobers opinion in People V. Grossman, 45 Misc. 2d 557,.173
U.S. 427, 4411
v. United States
(1905) and Justice Iirenunn's dissent in Lopezprivacy
Justine Douglas
annottneeit
(10(13). See also the new constitutional right of
United
States, 377
in Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1905), and Massifih v.
U.S. 201 (1904) (sixth amendment held to have been violated when an eavesdropping
of counsel).
device was Used to elicit information from a defendant in the absence
ItEV. 383, 380-89. (1HO).

11 See e.g. the listing in Presser, Privacy, 48 CAM. to.
Por a better analysts, see Bluestein, Privacy as an Aspect of Human Mold*: An
Answer to Dean Prosser, 39 N.Y.U,L, Ithy. 902 (1904). See also thunberger V. Vest,
man, 200 A.2f1 239 (N.H. 1904) ; 'cruxes V. Nene° Enterprises, Ine,, 119 NAY,2d 914

(S.D. 1903),
15 See Prosser, litil»1 note 14.
right to privacy is thought not
15 In New York, for example, vhere the common law
for libel,
to exist, the same result limy be reached by More tortuous routes--04.,toactions
slander, trespassc or unfair labor practice, or the comnIon4aw remedy ,sefegenril men.
States,
10
tat trettqltility from the intentional infliction of distress. See Battelle v.
N.T.2d 237, 170 N.420, 129, 219 N.Y.S,2d 84 (1001).1 Schema)) V. Schleif), 85 Misc. 2d
See also ItesTianttime (Saco 0).
581, 231 N.Y. 2d 548 (Sap. Ct. N,Y. CO. 1902).
thereon. Consider also
40 (190q), and eSpecielly the caveat and continent
'Toners
738
possibility
of basing civil retnedies on crttuinttl statutes suety as N,Y. PPN. LAw §(Six
1
ridicule),
See ItsferATZSikter
(eavesdropping) or i 834 (holding ft. person up to
280)
see
also
Iteitteaster
v,
Iteitittaster,
10210.2d
091
(2(1
Cir.
1047).
051) 'roars
tr gee Coot.tot, TORTS 29 (2d ed. 1888).
15 See, e.g., Roberson v. Itoeltester roldiftg Box Co., 171 N.Y. 588, 544, 54 NM. 42,
443 (10021
10 Olmstead V. United States, 277 U.S,. 438, 478 (1027), See elk) Warren & Ilrandelit,
Phe Right to Privacy, 4 HARV !A, IinV. 108 (1800).
'° See

Shilsoupra note 1, ,at 156.

38-744-74---48
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big, to hold back some area, at least for the mOntent, for ourselves, Ourpersonal experience is supported by the' behavioral scientists. They have
documented our need both to share and to withhold.21

We need to share in order to feel a useful part of the world in which,we.
live.; we need to share in order to test what we truly believe, to obtain 'the
fetslback from others which will shape our thoughts, support our egos, and recital. our anxiety. Communication is a 'form of nourishment, esSential tcy,
growth and, indeed, to survival. In fact, we are told that if an individual is
deprived of all sensory intake and thus isolated from all meaningful association with his environment, lie promptly becomes thoroughly disoriented its a
person.
Yet, as human beings we Also need to withholdand this for a variety of
reasons. There are some things we cannot face and therefore suppress, There
are other facts or fears that, although not suppressed, we neither prefer to
know nor wish- to discuss. Then, too, there are ideas or beliefs or behavior
that we are not _sure We understand nr, even if we do; fear that the world
may not. So-to protect ourselves, or our processes of creativity, or our minority .views; or our self-respect, all of us seek to withhold at least certain things
from certain people at certain times.

Psychologically, then, privacy is a two'4ay street consisting not only of
but also of what we need to communicate to, or keep from, others, Both of
what we need to exclude from or admit into our own thoughts or behavior,

these conflicting needs, in mutually supportive interaction are essential to the
well-being of individuals and institutions, and any definition of privacy, or of.:.
private personality, must reflect this plastic duality : sharing and concealment.:
It follows that the right of -privacy does not deal with some fixed. area of
personal life that has been immutably ordained by either law, or divinity, or
selence. or culture, to be off-limits and private. 22 The essence of .privacyls no
more. and certainly no less, than the freedom of the individual to pick and
choose for himself the time and circumstances under which, and most importantly, the extent to which, his attitudes, beliefs, behavior and opinions are to
be shared with or withheld from others. The right to privacy is, therefore, a
positive claim to a status of personal dignitya-claim for freedom, if you will,
but freedom of a very special kind,
The way in which the choice between disclosure and non-disclosure is exer-

cised, and the extent to which it is exercised, will vary with each individual,
and with each institution. Indeed, the choice will vary in' the same individual
front day to day, and even on the same day, in differing circumstances. Thus,

'flexibility and variety are faithful companions of the concept of privacy.
III. rus ScikVrtrIc cif ALLEN0

The Oahu to privacy will always be embattledits collision with the commanity's need to know is classic and continuous. Man has always lived in a
community, and the community has always required some forfeiture of freedom, including that of privacy. It is, indeed, a fact of life that there has never
been a condition of complete privacy for the individual insofar as he is a normal man living with other men. At one time or 'another, privacy has yielded
as mustto the positive group needs for security, for order, for sustenance,
for survival. The degree of privacy granted throughout history to an individual by one or another community has varied markedly with the nature of the

politieal system, the economic level, the population density, and the character!sties of the environment.
It should also be recognised that not every threat to private personality is a
mutter of sttilleient concern to warrant social protection, Sindlarly, not every
technical trespass is serious enough to warrant social redress, The test is always this: is the threat or the invasion unreasonable, or intolerable?
Today, there are those who point an arming finger at science and argue
that science not,/ poses an unprecedented and grievous threat to the privacy of
personality.23 'rite argument, while clearly exaggerated, is not implausible,
Modern acoustics, optics, medicine and electronics have exploded Most of our
normal assumptions as to the circumstances under which our speech, beliefs
31 on the importance of individual (and collective) secrecy in Social relationships, Sea
Tits Soct ouY or Mono StAtAtim 1o7-44 (Wolff ed. 1950).
22 Vet, ft is to be expected that partienlar cultures will, from time to (hoe, reach a
consensus oft definable areas that are deemed to be private. Such a consensus is likely,
however,
to be_ both temporary and limited.
11
See, e.g., FAcKAnu,

ZiAlila 13001NY 0 (1904).
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sewn to have
mid behavior are SOP from disclosure, and these developmentspresumed
conoutflanked the concepts of property and physical intrusion, and
Sentconcepts which have been relied on by the law, to maintain the balance
betWeen the private persOnality and the public flied. The miniaturized. nitcroplume and tape recorder, the one-way mirror, the sophisticated personality test,
the computer with its enormous capacity for the st,2tage and retrieval of infor.

unit ion about if all vidila is and groups, the behaVior-contr011ing .drugs, the minia-

ture camera, the polygraph, the directional microphone (the "big cur "),
bypilosis, infra-red hotographyall of these, and more, exist today.
All of these signiticant advances are capable of use in ways that can frnstrate an individual's freedom to choose not only what shall he disclimed or

withheld about himself, but also his choice as to When, to whom and the extent to which such disclosure shall be made. Notwithstanding the large contribution made by each of these scientific developments to the well-being of man,
each is, quite clearly, capable of abuse in its application. And such abuse 'can
occur in industry,'' -4 in commerce," in the law and by law enforcement ageno

vies," inn inedielne,27 lu governmeat,28 aud in a myriad of other fields."

(a) For example in personnel seleetion or retention, compare Town & Country Food
:i9 Lab. Arb. .332 (1962), with McCain v. Sheridan, 160 Cat App. 2d".174, 324 1't2d
923 (1958) -(refusal of employees to take "lie detector" tests). Several state statutes
24

prohibit employers from making certain uses of lie detector tests. See, e.g., ALASKA
2; MASS. ANN. 'LAWS eti. 149,
TAT. § 23.10.037 (Sapp. 1965) CAL. ',Anon Coos 432
059.225 (1903); R.I. Gus, LAWS ANN.
STAT.
I 1-9I1 (Stipp. 1963) : ChM
a
25-6,1-1 (Stipp 1904). in New York, bills to 'preelmle the use of lie detectors as
with
condition of initial or continued, employment are, introduced in the Legislature
1965
NS.
Luo.
regularity, In the 1965 session. seven such bills were introduced, see

(use

Itmeoit & Watts .1337. and two, after reaching the Governor, were vetoed for ''technical
defects.". See N.Y. Assembly Bill Print No. 44:49, passed June 7, 1905, vetoed June 28,
April
11)65 (11165 N.Y. LEO. ItEcoli0 & INDEX 805 ; N.Y. Sen, Bill Print No. 279, passed
29). See also 111
27. 1905, vetoed May 24. 1905 (1905 N.Y. LEa. REconn & Ixotlx
Comunications
Workers
My:. Rue. 15378 (daily ed. July 8; 1905) (a resolution of the
of America on invasions of privacy).
For examples, in labor relations, compare Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. Co., 98
44
N.L.R.B, 1122 (1952) (monitoring an employee's home telephone), with Bleo Inc.,
floor) and Thomas v. GenLab. Arh. 503 (1065) (television surveillance of production
eral Mee. Co. 207 F. Supp,. 792 («'.D. Ky. 1962) (inplant Motles for time, motion and
safety studies). See also N.Y. LAO. LAW 1 704.
25 See McDaniel v. Atlanta CoeasCola Bottling Co., .00 Ga. App. 92, 2 S.E.2d 810
(1930) (Use of eavesdropping device to obtain evidence for defense of civil netioa)
Selinnikier v. 011ioBell Tel. CO., 60 Ohio L. Abs. 213, 110 Nall 819 (Ohio' C.P. 953;
-of telephone monitoring to ascertain breach of contract). For the statutes Of those
states making at least some form of eavesdropping a .erlme, see note 05 infrm For a
discussion of some of the ethical issues in personality testing in business, see CitoNDACH,
INSENTIALS OF I'SicitoLooleAL trinitiai 459-02 ('211 ed. 1960).
24 (a) For examples in the practice of law, see Matter of Wittner, 204 App. Div; .570,
35 N.Y.S.211 773 (1st Dept 1942). aff'd per eurinin, 201 N.Y. 574, 50 N.E.2d 060 (1943)
(lawyer suspended from praetice for surreptitious use of recording device), The CotiOnitCity of New York has
tee on Professionol Ethics of the Association of the Bar of the the
consent of the perconcluded that the use of recording devices by lawyers, without Ethics.
Sem.0,0 , opin/4011 whose conversation is being !worded, Violates the Canon of
11 N.Y.C.B .A. REc818,
ions Nos. 832, 836, 13 N.Y.C.B,A. Itilcoitu 80, 508 (1958) ; No.
ono 207 0950).
(b) In law enforcement: see DASH, Tits Ktomanoretus: (1959) ; Spoiostum, 44
MtNN L. Rut'. 811 (1960). See also N.Y. Times July 14, 1005, p. 1, col. 3 (use of tWoService).
Way mirrors and other eavesdropping devices by 'Internal Rettentie
22 (n) In medical research : see Lewis, Restrictions on the Use of Drags, Animals and

Persons in lteseareh (paer delivered at this Rockefeller Institute Conference on Law
and the Social Role of Science, April 8. 1905).
(I) Iu medical practice: see Itheingold. Products LiabilityThe Ethical Drug Monolecturer's Linbititg, 18 Itirroims L. Buy. 947, 957, 1009 (1964).
v3 flee STAFF or Komi Cotist ox otiov'T Oetentoss UM; of Pot,VoitAtsus Dv TIN
FEDERAL GovIlitstiimr (Preliminary Study 1964), 887t1 Cosa., «D Suss. .(Comm. Print
1964) ; Itonse Conlin. on Post Mice and Civil Service, Use of Electronic Mite Processing
Equipment .in the Federal Government, 11.11. 11N11. No, 858, 88th Cong., 1st Sess. (1003) ;
Hearings &fore the House Comm. on Post 0.0icv dart Cioil Service, Vollfhtentiallill of
Census Reports, 87th Cong., 2d Sess. (1062) ; cf. United States v. Riekenbneker, 309
F.21 462 (2d Cir. 1962). cert. denied, 371 U.S. 11(12 (1963).
29 (a) In news gathering: see the -dilute of Ala .Rose that a New York Derttld Trib
tine reporter Intl rented an inljeliatiK hotel room to eavesdrop on it political Meeting..
N.Y. Times, June 20. 1905, # 1 P. 46, cal. 1,
buildings, hospitals,
(b) In public safety consider the nuMber of apartments, officesystems
to cover ennail other piddle buildings that Ilat'e electronic
laboratories,
corridors
and
tellers' WindoWS
trances. elevators, reception rooms, eonfereitee roOlus,
with television canteraS or sound monitoring and recording systems; also the FAA rule
on the installation of Voice recorders itt the eoekpits of large OW/meg as .proposed, '28
Fed. Reg. 13786 (1903). For the regulation as enacted, see 19 Fed, neg. 10209 (1904),
(el in eduentiont see authorities cited in notes 31, 37 hi/re, for some aspects of the
eottlititnifentiOn systemuse of personality tests in Schools consider also the tWOWity
that enables a school principal to speak directly to a class or, at his choice, to monitor,
Unobserved and unannoUnciat the classroom proceedings,
(d) in social welfare: see Retch, Individual Rights and Social

Welfare; The Romp
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